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Abstract
A DVI file is the standard output of the TEX typesetting system. My thesis
explores the possibility of creating a complete DVI file previewer on the
Java platform. I have taken a close look at the various issues that had
to be overcome, proposed and discussed solutions, and for the most part
ended up with an implementation. I have found Java to be well suited
an application like this, with its rich graphics API, especially with regard
to font and shape processing. The final result has been a working DVI
previewer which, in my opinion, with a little more tuning, will be a good
alternative to the major previewers in the TEX world—on any operating
system.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The default output of the TEX typesetting system is a .dvi file. The DVI
format is usually just an intermediate stage for documents before they are
converted to PostScript, PDF, or another format.
The ability to preview DVI files before printing them is important, and
a number of utilities to do so have been developed throughout the long
history of the format (more than 25 years). Today, I believe the most
common DVI previewer in Unix operating systems is Xdvi, and YAP in
Windows. They are both fairly tied to their operating systems: Xdvi
requires an X server, and YAP uses native Windows libraries. Xdvi, in
particular, seems a little old-fashioned, and I believe the time is right for
a replacement.
In this project I will try to create a DVI previewer in Java. I believe this
will solve some of the problems with Xdvi and YAP. Java has a number of
properties that I believe will benefit a DVI previewer:
• Java is platform independent. As I see it, this is one of the main
advantages, as most of the other major DVI previewers are tied to
particular operating systems, and may generally not be compiled for
the others. I believe this is partly because libraries are not necessarily
available on the platforms, and partly because of the work required
to distribute applications on several platforms. With Java, one can
generally just distribute a single .jar file which will work on all
platforms.
• The Java API draws and processes its own user interface widgets.
This means that the application can be expected to look correct on all
platforms.
• Through a clean object oriented design, the application, as well as
its internal classes, will be reusable and extensible. Xdvi, which is
written in C, is rumored to have obtained a rather messy design
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through the years, and is therefore difficult to develop further
without complete insight into the application.
• Java has a very large standard API. It has the necessary high-level
user interface constructs, but also the ability to manipulate graphics
on a low level at a satisfying speed. In this project, the graphical
capabilities of the library will play an important role as to whether or
not this project is successful.
Speed I see one major problem with writing a DVI previewer in Java: the
previewer will probably not be able to compete with the speed of natively
compiled DVI previewers like Xdvi. However, I believe it is possible to
create an application that is “quick enough” in the sense that most users
will find it acceptable. In Java, the JVM needs to initialize before the
application can start, so a certain amount of load time cannot be avoided.
Hopefully, this delay will be tolerable.
Although I realize the application will not be able to compete with the
fastest DVI previewers, I believe it is important to design the application
with speed in mind. For this reason, a large part of the thesis will focus on
speed and optimization.
The DVI format is simple in itself, but can be extended to support
various technologies, via TEX \special commands. This has resulted in
numerous additions—and no single DVI reader can handle them all.
Therefore a key question is: which commands are important to implement
in the previewer, and which can be left out?
In this project I intend to create a DVI previewer that takes advantage
many of the capabilities of the Java API. As such, I believe it may become
an experimental platform that can be used to test new ideas. At the same
time, I hope to create a user-friendly previewer for regular TEX users.
Throughout the thesis, I will refer to the previewer as “Okdvi,” which
is the name that I intend to use when releasing it as an open source project.
By the end of this project, I intend to provide an answer to the following
question:
“Is it a good idea to create a DVI previewer in Java?”
2
Part I
Background
3
Chapter 2
The DVI File Format
DVI, an acronym for device-independent, is a file format for typesetting text,
and the regular output of the TEX typesetting system. It was originally
designed by David R. Fuchs in 1979, and was revised quite extensively
until the 1982 release of TEX (TEX82). After this point in time only minor
changesweremade, and the standardized version of today has been named
The DVI Driver Standard, Level 0. This specification was drafted in 1995, and
finally published in 2001 (see [TUG01]).
The DVI standard is reflected in the DVItype utility (see [Knu]), a
program that is used to analyze the contents of DVI files. It was written by
Donald E. Knuth and has been distributed along with TEX since September
1982, and its source code is considered the global “answer key” for DVI
driver developers. It played an important role when I was designing
Okdvi.
DVI files are designed to be simple to read and process by DVI drivers1,
yet compact enough to be transferred quickly to the target device. A
compact format was necessary at the time of designing the format, as
most devices at that time had limited memory. The simple structure is
convenient when designing and debugging a DVI driver.
2.1 Structure
DVI files are written in a machine-like language that consists of single byte
opcodes. For instance, the byte “97” typically draws an “a” using the active
font in the current position on the current page. A properly generated DVI
file always has the following structure:
1. A preamble, mainly containing information about the dimensions
used in the file.
1A program that interprets DVI code is referred to as a DVI driver.
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2. Page definitions, in the order that they appear in the file. This is
where most of the DVI commands occur, including typesetting and
font definitions.
3. A postamble part containing a copy of the data written in the
preamble, as well as a little more dimension information. In addition,
the postamble contains a complete summary of all the font definition
that were placed as part of the page definitions.
2.2 The DVI commands
As the rest of the thesis refers to the individual DVI commands extensively,
I have decided to present all of them in this section. This is a simplified
description; for all the details, see [TUG01]. Each command consists of
a single-byte opcode followed by zero or more parameters. To avoid
referring to the commands as just opcodes, they have been given more
friendly names as well. In the description below the parameters are written
p[n], where n denotes the number of bytes used by the parameter p.
Opcode Name Parameters Description
0...127 set_char_n typeset character n and move
right by the width of the
glyph
128...131 set1...set4 c[1...4] typeset character c and move
right
132 set_rule a[4] b[4] typeset a filled rectangle of
width a and height b, move
right
133...136 put1...put4 c[1...4] typeset character c
137 put_rule a[4] b[4] typeset a filled rectangle of
width a and height b
138 nop no operation
139 bop c0[4]...c9[4] p[4] beginning of page
140 eop end of page
The commands up to 137 are the ones that actually draw onto the
current page. They all start drawing at the current position. The set
commands changes the reference point by the width of the glyph or rule
that was drawn. This is a way of saving DVI file space, as the width data is
stored in separate TFM files (described in section 3.1.7 on page 14).
The pages are defined between a bop command and an eop command.
When a new page is started, the DVI driver has to reset all of its positional
data, and start at the top left corner. The bop parameter p contains the byte
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address of the previous bop command in the file, or -1 for the first page.
This enables drivers to read the file backwards.
The next 30 commands deal with positioning on the page:
Opcode Name Parameters Description
141 push push the current page posi-
tion on top of the stack
142 pop pop the the current position
from the stack
143...146 right1...
right4
b[1...4] move right b units
147 w0 move right w units
148...151 w1...w4 b[1...4] set w=b, and move right w
units
152 x0 move right x units
153...156 x1...x4 b[1...4] set x=b, and move right x
units
157...160 down1...
down4
a[1...4] move down a units
161 y0 move down y units
162...165 y1...y4 a[1...4] set y=a, and move down y
units
166 z0 move down z units
167...170 z1...z4 a[1...4] set z=a, and move down z
units
Page positioning should be placed in six variables in a DVI driver: (h, v,
w, x, y, z). The first two, h and v, contain the current horizontal and vertical
offset from the upper left corner of the page. The other four contain values
that can be added to the horizontal (w and x) and vertical (y and z) position
using the above commands. This is another strategy used to make DVI files
as small as possible. push places all of these six variables to a stack, and pop
pulls them out again.
Opcode Name Parameters Description
171...234 fnt_num_0...
fnt_num_63
set the current font
235...238 fnt1...fnt4 k[1...4] set current font to font num-
ber k
239...242 xxx1...xxx4 k[1...4] x[k] TEX \special command
243...246 fnt_def1...
fnt_def4
k[1...4] c[4] s[4]
d[4] a[1] l[1]
n[a+l]
define font k
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Opcode Name Parameters Description
247 pre i[1] num[4]
den[4] mag[4]
k[1] x[k]
the preamble
248 post beginning of postamble
249 post_post ending of postamble
250...255 undefined
Fonts are placed in a list, and referenced to by the index number. As
the table above shows, with fnt4 a single DVI file can access up to 232 fonts.
This number is obviously much more than what will ever be needed in
DVI document, but it illustrates the foresightedness of the designer: many
formats have failed because the designers never expected them to last long
enough to go past their data type limits. The most famous example of
this is perhaps year 2000 problem that had to be resolved in hardware and
software all over the world.
The fonts are defined using the fnt_def command, which takes several
parameters. The first parameter contains a check sum of the font file, which
can be used to make sure the font on the original system is equal to the font
on the DVI driver system. The parameters s and d are used to get the correct
font size, and the final parameter n is a string containing the name of the
font. Finding the proper font from this name is explained in more detail in
chapter 3.
The xxx command is a way of adding features to DVI files that are
not defined in the standard. This is absolutely necessary: for instance,
there is no native support for including images, and changing text color is
also impossible without using such a command. The xxx command is the
main reason why the DVI format cannot be considered completely Device
InDependent, as there have been no restrictions on its use. I have described
the command in detail in chapter 7 on page 55.
2.3 Other DVI interpreters
There has been created a number of DVI interpreters, both for converting
from DVI to another format such as PostScript or PDF, and previewers that
display the contents on-screen. Xdvi, YAP, TkDVI and KDVI are examples
of the latter. There has even been a few attempts in Java, but in my opinion
they have been very limited.
2.3.1 Dvips
Dvips, originally written by Tomas Rokicki, is an integral part of most,
if not all, major TEX distributions. It is a utility used to create PostScript
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files from DVI files. This has been very important for printing DVI files,
as many printers natively read PostScript. As PostScript files also contain
raster graphics, vector graphics and fonts, this utility is also very useful for
transferring documents from one system to another.
Dvips understands many of the major TEX \special commands (see
chapter 7 on page 55), and I believe it has played an important role in
standardizing these.
2.3.2 Xdvi
Xdvi seems to be themost famous and commonly usedDVI previewer. The
latest versions (called Xdvik due to its use of the Kpathsea library) contain
support for most of the \special commands offered by Dvips. In spite of
its popularity, I believe it has some shortcomings. For example, there is
no support for viewing more than one page at a time. Many document
previewers are able to view two pages side-by-side, to give better output
when previewing books.
2.4 Summary
The DVI format is still the default output format of the TEX typesetting
system. However, as many people want their text to end up as a PDF
file, a version that skips DVI creation, pdfTEX, has become popular. There
are several advantages of this: among other things PDF is completely
portable, and everything, including images and fonts, ends up in one file.
However, when creating large documents, the DVI format is still very
practical because of its light-weight nature: whole books are usually no
bigger than a megabyte, which has a positive effect on the processing time,
especially when a file is updated and needs to be reloaded.
9
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Chapter 3
Fonts
A font is a collection of visual entities called glyphs, each representing a
character code. This chapter will take a look at some aspects of fonts and
font handling in TEX that are important to be aware of when reading this
thesis.
Font classes There are two major classes of fonts: raster fonts and outline
fonts. Raster fonts have a long history in computing. A raster font contains
its glyphs in a grid of pixels, meaning that a font is designed at a particular
size, and cannot easily be used at other sizes. Outline fonts are vector based
and, as the name indicates, usually only contains the outline of each glyph.
Common outline fonts like Type 1 and TrueType use lines and curves
to create the outline. This allows them to be rendered smoothly at any
size, although to create nice computer monitor output, antialiasing is often
needed (see page 27). The main disadvantage over raster fonts is rendering
speed. However, with the processing power of today’s hardware, this is
usually not a big problem.
3.1 Fonts in TEX/DVI
TEX is able to use several types of fonts and font related technologies. The
most popular standards have varied throughout the years: in the early
days it was dominated by METAFONT, but at the moment I believe Type 1
fonts are the most widespread. Other fonts that are used are TrueType,
OpenType, and Type 3.
3.1.1 PostScript Type 1 fonts
PostScript Type 1 fonts, developed by Adobe, are outline fonts. They
describe each glyph with a set of cubic Bezier curves using a subset of the
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PostScript programming language. This allows fonts to be passed directly
to PostScript printers.
In the beginning, the encryption algorithm of the Type 1 font standard
was kept a secret to those who did not buy a license from Adobe. In 1991,
however, the standard was opened to the public, probably as a result of
Apple’s release of the TrueType format. Eventually, this led to a series of
high quality free Type 1 fonts. Typical TEX distributions today contain a
large number of such fonts. The structure of Type 1 fonts is examined more
closely in chapter 8 on page 65. For a complete description of the format,
see [BPW93].
Type 1 fonts usually have the extension .pfa or .pfb. The first stands for
“Printer Font ASCII,” that can be read in a 7-bit ASCII environment, and
the second is in a compressed binary format.
3.1.2 METAFONT
METAFONT is one of Donald E. Knuth’s creations, and has been part of
TEX from the very beginning. It is a programming language designed for
creating vector fonts, and is still heavily used in TEX. A problem with
METAFONTs is that, in order to use them in a printer, they first need to
be converted to a raster font (a .gf file) using the METAFONT interpreter.
For PostScript printers, Dvips then converts the fonts to PostScript Type 3,
with raster images for each glyph. A new font needs to be created for each
scale of the original font.
Parsing METAFONT is not in the scope of this thesis, but it is useful
to know that there are tools that are able to generate PostScript Type 1
versions of METAFONT files. Two examples are TEXtrace and mftrace.
However, the results are usually not the exact output of the METAFONT
interpreter, as METAFONTs do not scale linearly (the METAFONT format is
often more readable).
Lately, there has come PostScript Type 1 equivalents to almost all the
fonts created in METAFONT. This is one of our reasons for dropping
METAFONT support. Another reason is that Java contains excellent Type 1
support, but no METAFONT support.
3.1.3 Virtual fonts
Virtual fonts, originally designed by David Fuchs in 1983, can be used
to create new font from existing fonts on the fly ([Knu90]). The format
was redesigned by Donald Knuth in 1989, and from then on became an
important part of TEX’s font handling. Virtual fonts, .vf files, are tiny
programs written in a DVI-like code, and are not interpreted until they
are needed by the DVI driver. It in fact so similar to DVI code that the DVI
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driver can handle the glyphs without too many modifications. Just like
DVI, virtual fonts contain no actual font data.
Typically, a virtual font is just a way of mapping existing physical fonts
to a character set, but with the power of DVI they can also be used for more
complicated issues. For example, a single glyph can be a combination of
glyphs from several fonts. This is sometimes done to create the copyright
sign, ©, as a combination of from one font, and the character “c” from
another.
3.1.4 Kpathsea
The Kpathsea library has become an integral part of TEX distributions,
providing a way to locate files in the TEX directory tree. Several DVI
drivers, including Xdvi and Dvips, use it for locating fonts and font-related
data. The library, libkpathsea, is written in C and can be used statically
or shared by applications that need to search for TEX related files. It also
contains a set of utilities for accessing the library through a command line
interface. One of these utilities is “kpsewhich”. As an example, to locate
the PostScript Type 1 font file “uplr8a.pfb”, all one has to do inside a Unix
shell (or a Windows command prompt for that matter) is:
$ kpsewhich uplr8a.pfb
/usr/share/texmf/fonts/type1/urw/palatino/uplr8a.pfb
The last line shows the output of the command. The directory tree
varies between TEX distributions, but to my knowledge most of them have
a proper installation of Kpathsea.
3.1.5 Font names
As the previous example shows, fonts are not always named in the most
human-readable way possible. The font “uplr8a” is the font that is
currently used in most parts of this text. It is a copy of the well-known
Palatino Linotype font, called Palladio L, and is implemented by URW.
The reason for the short, rather cryptic name is that some early operating
systemswere limited to file names that were 8 characters long, plus a three-
letter extension. Although the name is short, it says quite a bit about the
font. In [TUG] the details of this naming convention are described, but I
believe a short introduction is useful. The 8 letters of the file name are split
into 6 parts, S TT W V E DD:
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S source/creator of the font
TT typeface name
W weight
V variant
E width expansion
DD design size
Some of these parts are omitted when the font is in a “normal” state,
which is why font names often do not occupy all the available characters.
In the font “uplr8a.pfb”, the u tells that the font is designed by the
German company “URW.” The next two letters, “pl”, is an abbreviation for
“Palatino,” and the “r” stands for “regular weight”. The following “8” is a
special variant which basically says: treat the next letter (“a”) as a variant
letter as well. This is used to indicate the type of character encoding used in
the font. In this case, the “8a” combination indicates 8-bit Adobe standard
encoding. The rest of the parts are optional—there is no width expansion,
and the design size is not set because the font is linearly scaled (i.e., it was
created to be used at an arbitrary size).
3.1.6 psfonts.map
The file “psfonts.map” is part of the Dvips utility (see section 2.3.1 on
page 8). It is a simple text file that can be located using Kpathsea, and
contains a list of the available PostScript Type 1 fonts available in the TEX
distribution. Each line is formatted:
filename postscript-name options
The filename is provided by a DVI file or a virtual font, and does not
necessarily correspond to the actual filename of the desired Type 1 font.
If this is the case, a font filename is often added as an option. There are
a number of options, among other things it is possible to pass PostScript
instructions and .enc files that provide an encoding vector for the font. A
simple example goes as follows:
pplr8a Palatino-Roman <uplr8a.pfb
Here “pplr8a” is the TEXname of the of the font, and “uplr8a.pfb” is the
actual filename of the font, in binary format. For a complete description of
psfonts.map, see the Dvips Texinfo documentation ([Dvi]).
3.1.7 TFM Files
When TEX creates a DVI file, it does not load the actual fonts that are used in
typesetting. Instead, it obtains all the necessary information from TEX Font
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Metric files. TFM files contain the size of each glyph in a font, as well as
ligatures, kerns and a few other details. They contain no actual information
on shape or appearance. As Knuth says in [Knu], this is done to save space
in DVI files.
In order to give the the correct output, a DVI driver needs to load
the original TFM file. This is because the DVI set_char commands are
expected to know the width of the glyphs in order to change the current
position after typesetting. It does not need to know anything other than
thewidth of the glyphs, so a complete TFMfile interpreter is not necessarily
implemented in a DVI driver.
If a given TFM file is not available, it can be generated for some files by
Kpathsea, using the utility “mktextfm.” If kpsewhich is instructed to, it can
do this automatically when no TFM file is found. A drawback is that it uses
METAFONT sources to generate the data, and therefore cannot be used for
Type 1 fonts. This, however is a minor problem, as TEX fonts are usually
accompanied by TFM files. There is a solution, however, when there is no
TFM file available, as PostScript fonts are almost always accompanied by
an Adobe Font Metrics file (.afm file). These files can be converted to .tfm
equivalents using afm2tfm.
3.2 Final words
As is hopefully becoming clear, font handling in a TEX environment is
quite complex. Although what I have described here is generally true, TEX
distributions, and even advanced TEX maintainers sometimes have their
own peculiar ways. This makes font handling a difficult area to master in a
DVI previewer.
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Chapter 4
Java User Interface and
Graphics
This chapter takes a look at some technologies and programming practices
that I have used in the implementation part of the thesis.
4.1 Window systems
Standard Java user interface is implemented in the Java Foundation Classes
(JFC). JFC is roughly divided into three parts: Swing, AWT, and Java 2D.
Java 2D is a new concept in java, and is actually just an expansion of AWT.
Their relationship is outlined in Figure 4.1 on the next page.
4.1.1 AWT
In the early days of Java, AWT (Abstract Windowing Toolkit) was the
standard way of maintaining a user interface. The library, a part of the
standard Java API, contains a variety of different classes for displaying
windows, manipulating graphics, and interacting with the user.
AWT works on a relatively low level, close to the operating system.
This gave developers quite a few headaches when creating OS independent
software, because it was impossible to guarantee that one component
would work just the same in two operating systems. As the AWT has
matured, this has become a smaller, but nevertheless still existing problem.
4.1.2 Swing
AWT components are usually referred to as “heavy weight” because of
their close relationship with the operating system and the fact that they
are not implemented in pure Java code. While using system-compiled
functions and libraries is good for speed, it is not good enough for creating
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Java Virtual Machine
Operating System
Base Libraries
Figure 4.1: The Java Foundation Classes (in black). Swing is a lightweight
framework that uses heavy-weight components from the Java 2D and AWT
programming interfaces.
a single application that works in the exact same manner on all platforms.
This is why Sun released Swing as a part of JDK 1.2 in 1999.
Swing is a set of lightweight components implemented in pure Java
code. Much of the code in AWT is reused, as many of the Swing classes are
subclasses of corresponding AWT classes (see Figure 4.1 for a graphical
description). An example is the Swing class javax.swing.JFrame,
which is a subclass of an AWT java.awt.Frame.
While Swing is the “JFC window system”, the old AWT components
are still part of the standard Java API. This is not as an invitation for
programmers to use the old constructions—Swing is more powerful and
well-provided—but it eases the transition for developers working on old
AWT projects.
A Simple JFrame Example
As a simple introduction to Swing, I have decided to present a small
example. The following code segment shows how to create a class that
draws an empty window, using the javax.swing.JFrame class:
import javax.swing.*;
import java.awt.*;
public classMyFrame extends JFrame {
publicMyFrame() {
setSize(300, 200);
}
public static voidmain(String[] args) {
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finalMyFrame mf = newMyFrame();
mf.setVisible(true);
EventQueue.invokeLater(new Runnable() {
public void run() {
mf.setTitle("A Simple JFrame Example");
}
});
}
}
Figure 4.2: A JFrame
When the mainmethod executes, a new MyFrame object is created. The
constructor is called, setting the window size, and setVisible(true)
is called, showing the window on-screen. While the window is showing,
the title text is set. This is not a logical way of setting the title text, but it
illustrates an important concept regarding multiple threads in Swing. This
part of the code will be explained under “Threading” on the next page. The
result, when compiled and executed, is shown in Figure 4.2.
The advantage of extending the JFrame class, rather than initialising
it directly, is that it allows us to override methods in the class. For
instance, it is common to draw onto the component by overriding
the paintComponent method. This method is called each time the
component is told to re-paint itself. This may be on a signal from the
operating system, or whenever the developer wants to force a redrawing
of the component.
JFrameFrameWindowContainerComponentobject
java.lang java.awt SWING (javax.swing)
Figure 4.3: Inheritance of the JFrame class. The JFrame is a small layer on
top of a more complex set of AWT classes.
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Threading
When executing a simple Java application that contains no graphical
interface, there is usually only one thread involved: the main thread,
which is where the main method runs. In Swing, matters are a little more
complicated.
In the JFrame example from section 4.1.2 on page 18 the main thread
is the only thread that runs until mf.setVisible(true) is called. This
method creates a new thread: the event dispatch thread. This thread handles
all events that take place, including messages from the mouse, keyboard
and the underlying window system. This is why Swing is said to be
designed on a single-thread model.
Because events may take place at any time, it is dangerous to modify
a Sing component directly from another thread. For instance, if the
event thread is in the process of drawing a JFrame object, while another
concurrent thread is modifying it, the results are unpredictable. In some
cases such modifications can result in the JVM coming to a halt. This
happens because there is, for the most part, no thread safety in Swing
(objects are not synchronized by default).
To solve the threading issue, GUI component modifications must be
processed inside the event dispatch thread. This is shown in the example:
the main method sets the JFrame title. At this point, the JFrame object
receives events from the event thread, making it dangerous to modify the
object from the main thread. Therefore the modification is placed inside a
Runnable object, and passed to the EventQueue class. The EventQueue
class runs inside the event thread, and executes the code passed via the
invokeLater method when the thread is ready. The invokeLater
method is one of the few methods that are synchronized, and thereby safe
to call at any time, from any thread.
Themain thread is destroyed immediately after calling invokeLater(),
and from then on, there is only one thread running: the event dispatch
thread.
Worker threads Since all events go via the event dispatch thread, the
thread is a dangerous bottleneck in the system if the programmer is not
careful. When the user clicks a button, the event handler will call a method
that handles the event, thereby freezing the window system until the
method returns. If the button only performs a simple task, like changing
a JLabel entry, this not a problem. If, on the other hand, the button is
to perform heavy calculations, this becomes unacceptable. The solution is
to create worker threads that do the calculations concurrently. This can be
realized with the following code:
Runnable worker = new Runnable() {
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public void run() {
/* perform heavy calculations */
}
};
Thread t = new Thread(worker);
t.setPriority(Thread.NORM_PRIORITY);
t.start();
When t.start() is called, a new thread is created, and the code inside
the run()method is executed in the new thread.
The priority of the thread is explicitly set to NORM_PRIORITY. This is
because the default priority is just as high as the event thread’s priority,
which means the new thread will compete too much with the event thread
[Sun05].
History According to [HC05], there are two reasons why Swing is thread
unsafe. The developer team drew experience from other toolkit developers
that had fully implemented thread safety. These toolkits usually ended up
being intolerably slow, and they were also prone to deadlocks because of
small mistakes due to the complexity of the code. Sun decided to give most
of the control to the developers. This means the programmer has to use
external threads with particual care.
4.2 Look and feel
Java leaves out most of the operating system’s underlying user interface
widgets, and instead draws and handles most of it on its own. This leaves
developers in full control of the look and feel, but it may result in appli-
cations that have widgets that do not completely “fit” the environment. I
believe that most users prefer their applications to look native whether they
have regular Windows XP or MacOS X user interfaces, or custom-skinned
Gnome window managers.
The central class controlling the Swing look and feel is UIManager. If
nothing is done to this class, the user interface will try to use the look and
feel specified in the file “swing.properties”, a part of the Java distribution.
This is usually set to the look and feel that most closely resembles the
operating system defaults, giving a fairly good look and feel on most
platforms. The actual window frames, including borders, the title bar,
and special exit-, minimize-, andmaximize-buttons, are by default handled
by the operating system. The other components are drawn by Swing
from scratch. The following code sets the “Metal” look and feel, which
is available on all platforms:
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UIManager.setLookAndFeel("javax.swing.plaf.metal.MetalLookAndFeel");
This method can be called at any time during execution, but the
components will have to be layed out again for the change to take effect.
This is useful if one wants users to be able to set the look and feel
themselves.
Sometimes it is useful to let Swing handle all of the GUI components—
even the ones related to window frames. In this case, all one has to do, on
the JFrame class, is to call the following static method:
setDefaultLookAndFeelDecorated(true);
This tells the JVM to try to remove all OS window frames, and instead
let Swing handle everything. It may not be successful because not all
windowing systems allow such windows.
Figure 4.4 shows an example of using a Windows and a Java look and
feel. The latter can be used on any platform, while the Windows look and
feel is only available on a few, due to copyright issues.
Figure 4.4: The JFrame example from section 4.1.2 on page 18 using
different look and feel settings. The image on the left uses Windows look
and feel, and the image on the right uses the default Java “Metal” look-and-
feel.
4.2.1 SWT
Because of Swing’s strategy of painting its GUI on its own, without help
from the underlying operating system widgets, Swing applications do not
always have the same look and feel as natively compiled applications. A
possible solution to this is to import a third-party library called SWT. SWT
stands for Standard Widget Toolkit, and has been developed by the Eclipse
Foundation with IBM heavily involved in the process.
SWT uses the JNI (Java Native Interface) to call platform-specific
functions compiled in a native language, thus operating beyond the virtual
machine. This allows SWT to use native widgets, giving Java applications
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the look and feel of a native program, no matter what window manager or
skin is installed on the system.
While this solves some problems, a few new may be introduced. Like
in the early releases of AWT, it is difficult to guarantee that a program will
behave properly on all platforms because parts of the UI decisions are left
to the windowmanager. Through careful SWT design, however, the toolkit
developers claim that this is not a problem. If a widget is unavailable on a
particular platform, SWT uses an emulated widget.
SWT not only takes care of widgets that are displayed on-screen; it
is actually a complete replacement for Swing and AWT. It has all the
necessary low-level constructs like the Image class, a replacement for the
Java 2D BufferedImage, fonts and geometric primitives.
I see one major issue with using SWT in the application: it would
require the end-user to have the libraries installed to run the application.
This would remove some of the real benefits of using the Java platform.
4.3 Low level graphics
4.3.1 Java 2D
In JDK 1.2 the developer team introduced a new term: Java 2D. This was
a major enhancement to the AWT, and I believe Sun introduced the name
because the AWT brand name had suffered through years of complaints by
unsatisfied developers. They simply needed a new buzzword to promote
their new platform. The Java 2D packages are still placed in the java.awt
tree.
Java 2D introduced a number of improvements. Of particular interest
is the java.awt.Graphics2D class, a new version of the old Graphics
class that handled 2-dimensional rendering, painting, image transforma-
tions, and many other tasks.
Another important improvement came with the java.awt.image
package. This is where all the details of creating, storing, and modifying
images are kept. An important addition to the package, the BufferedImage
class, will be described later in this article.
Other major enhancements in Java 2D include java.awt.color, an
advanced set of classes for mapping and converting colors, font rendering
with java.awt.font, shape representation in java.awt.geom, and
improved printing capabilities with java.awt.print.
Graphics2D
In JDK 1.1 and earlier releases, the rendering mechanismwas implemented
in the class java.awt.Graphics. java.awt.Graphics2D, an exten-
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sion of this class, is one of the most significant improvements that came
with Java 2D.
A Graphics2Dobject handles rendering to any type of device, whether
it is an abstract device, such as an image in memory, or a physical device
like the screen or a printer. Every Graphics2D object contains a pointer to
a GraphicsConfiguration object that describes the rendering target. It
contains information about the dimensions of the target, the color model,
whether the object is to be transformed in any way, and a few other details.
When Graphics2D copies an image from one object to another, it takes
care of the information in their respective GraphicsConfiguration
objects, and converts the data if necessary. If, for instance, the source image
is a 256-color grayscale image, and the destination has a 24-bit color space,
a mapping takes place transparently in the rendering process. A more
interesting example is perhaps when an affine transform like a rotation has
been set in the source’s GraphicsConfiguration object. The rendering
procedure will then automatically take care of the transformation when the
developer draws on the surface.
4.3.2 Images in Java 2D
There are several classes that can be used for constructing and manipulat-
ing images in Java 2D. In order to chose the right one for a given applica-
tion, knowledge about the underlying architecture is desirable.
BufferedImage
The BufferedImage class has been the standard method of storing and
manipulating images in cpu memory since the release of JDK 1.2. It is a
subclass of the old AWT class Image.
For a simple overview of the BufferedImage class, see Figure 4.5 on
the next page (as described in [Dav05]). It consists of two objects: a Raster
object and a ColorModel object.
The Raster contains the actual pixel data in a DataBuffer, which in
turn keeps the raw pixel values in an array. It also contains a SampleModel
object that describes how the data is saved in the DataBuffer object. We
need this to be able to identify whether we have, for instance, an 8-bit or a
24-bit image.
While the raster contains information about the pixel values, it does not
reveal what colors they represent. This is why the BufferedImage also
contains another object: a ColorModel. The ColorModel class contains a
variety of different ways of representing colors. It also contains an alpha-
value that can be used to represent transparent or semi-transparent parts
of images.
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Figure 4.5: The internal representation of a BufferedImage
VolatileImage
The VolatileImage class was introduced in the Java SDK 1.4 as a part of
Java 2D. This was a major step in giving access to speedy image operations,
because it allows developers to work (more or less) directly on accelerated
video memory. Copying from VRAM (Video RAM) to VRAM is a whole
lot faster than copying from normal RAM to VRAM.
On most operating systems the VolatileImage is implemented on
top of OpenGL, which usually has direct access to the video adapter.
A VolatileImage is then actually an OpenGL pbuffer. While this
makes handling graphics extremely fast, it also introduces a lot of extra,
unnecessary information in the image, because a pbuffer pixel does not
just contain the actual color information that we need, but also depth
data and other values that are useful in a three-dimensional context. This
means that a pixel can actually grow up to 20 bytes [Cam04] on the video
adapter. A colored 600 DPI page in A4-size would then occupy about 100
MB on the display adapter. For this reason it is a good idea to limit the
VolatileImage objects to buffers that need to be updated reasonably
often. As a side note, loading a whole page from a DVI file into VRAM
seems to be out of the question.
For a project like this, requiring OpenGL to be installed would
effectively limit the number of users, and therefore be a bad idea. It is
important to realize that VolatileImage objects work fine anyway, but that
they will not be hardware accelerated.
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The VolatileImage has its name because of a peculiar problem that
only shows up up in the Windows implementation. In Windows, Java 2D
uses DirectDraw, a part of the DirectX library, to gain access to hardware
acceleration. When another process, such as a screensaver or a dos-box
is given access to the same hardware, they tend to use the same parts
of the VRAM (Video RAM), and thereby mess up the data buffered in
VolatileImage objects. This is not a big problem, as the class also
contains the methods validate() and contentsLost() to identify
such cases. It does, however, require a little more work than what is needed
when using a BufferedImage.
On Linux and Solaris, running applications with VolatileImage
objects from a remote X Windows client can give a big performance gain,
even if the configuration does not enable any OpenGL acceleration. This
is because the images are loaded as pixmaps on the server side, and image
operations issued by the client are thus processed on the server. The effect
is that only images painted on-screen will be copied over the network.
Managed Images
With the arrival of VolatileImage in Java 1.4, Sun introduced another
concept: managed images. This is part of the JVM (Java Virtual
Machine), and as such something the programmer cannot completely
control. It basically means that the JVM tries its best to accelerate normal
BufferedImage objects by instantiating VolatileImage-copies in the
background. Whenever data is lost, the VolatileImage is automatically
restored from the original non-volatile image data.
An image is copied into VRAM when the JVM sees that it has not
changed for a while. This will often happen when the image has been
painted to the screen twice without changing content, but there is no
general rule here. The JVM makes a decision based on parameters like
the size of the image, the amount of free space in VRAM, and whether or
not the image is compatible with the current GraphicsConfiguration.
Whether or not an image is accelerated also depends on the operating
system, so in a platform independent project where the speed of graphics
is a key issue, one probably should not only rely on managed images
for hardware acceleration. For images that change frequently, manually
creating a VolatileImage is the way of guaranteeing the highest degree
of acceleration. However, I believe such a strategy should only be used
when an extreme optimization is needed. This is probably not the case for
a DVI previewer.
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4.3.3 Rendering hints
Certain aspects of the rendering process can be modified by setting
“rendering hints”. These are basically suggestions to the JVM on how to
handle them. The JVM gives no guarantee that they will be obeyed, as
the feature may not be implemented on the platform, or it may simply be
turned off. However, a few of these hints are very useful in this project,
and most, if not all, target JVMs support them. They are set by calling the
following method on the Graphics2D object that handles the rendering:
g2d.setRenderingHint(key, value);
key is an int defining the type of rendering hint, and value i another
int defining how the hint should be used. These keys and values are
available statically from the RenderingHints class. The most relevant
rendering hints for this project are:
KEY_ANTIALIASING Depending on the value, this turns antialiasing for
shapes on and off. The possible values are VALUE_ANTIALIAS_ON,
VALUE_ANTIALIAS_OFFandVALUE_ANTIALIAS_DEFAULT.The
last value says that the JVM should use the initial JVM settings. An-
tialiasing in Java is described below.
KEY_INTERPOLATION Tell how the JVM should interpolate raster im-
ages when scaling them. The possible values are VALUE_INTER-
POLATION_NEAREST_NEIGHBOR,VALUE_INTERPOLATION_BI-
LINEAR, and VALUE_INTERPOLATION_BICUBIC. They are all de-
scribed below, under the section “Interpolation”.
Antialiasing
Outline fonts in java are defined as a combination of mathematical
functions. This allows them to be rasterized at any size. In this process, a
phenomenon known as aliasing occurs. It is demonstrated in Figure 4.6 on
the following page, and is a result of the renderer having to chose whether
a pixel is part of the glyph or not. As the image shows, the result is that the
edges become jagged when rasterized.
Anti-aliasing solves the problem. By calculating how much of a pixel
is inside a glyph, a gray-value is used instead of absolute black or white
pixels. A pixel that is 50% inside a glyph will therefore get a 50% gray
pixel. This demonstrated in Figure 4.7 on the next page.
Antialiasing is especially important at low zoom-levels, where it can
make the difference between illegible and legible text. See figure 4.8 on the
following page for an example of antialiasing. The anti-aliased image has
more detail, and looks much better when scaled down to its proper size.
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Figure 4.6: An enlarged image, showing a set of glyphs drawn with no
antialiasing (in gray). The actual glyph outline is drawn on top (in black).
Figure 4.7: The set of glyphs from Figure 4.6, with antialiasing.
Figure 4.8: “Rendering hints” displayed without antialiasing (top) and
with antialiasing (bottom). The images have been captured from Okdvi.
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Remote X It is sometimes useful to run applications remotely, with a local
X server. This would have been perfectly possible, had it not been for
antialiasing. As the Sun developer team states in [Net], “antialiasing and
alpha blending operations on remote X are usually much slower compared
to version 1.3 because the image must be copied to the X client to perform
one of these operations and then the new image must be copied back to the
server.” This results in an unusually slow rendering process. In the same
document, they also state that the Java 2D team is working on a solution to
this for future releases. The problem has not been solved in the latest beta
release of JDK 1.6 (beta 2), so I assume this requires a major redesign—
perhaps with negative consequences in other areas.
To give an idea of how slow this process is, I measured the time
Okdvi spent rendering a page with and without anti-aliasing over a remote
connection. The measurements were done on a local 100 mpbs network,
using an SSH connectionwith X-forwarding, and the pages that were tested
are the first 5 pages of this document.
page 1 page 2 page 3 page 4 page 5
with antialiasing 4.457 4124 4141 4158 4483
without antialiasing 0.010 27 54 34 31
Table 4.1: The number of seconds spent on drawing a page from this
document, using Okdvi.
As the table shows, each of the pages require more than 4 seconds
to render when anti-aliasing is turned on. With no anti-aliasing, the
application seems to work as fast as when running it locally. Other DVI
previewers that do not depend on a JVM, for instance Xdvi and KDVI, do
not have this problem, although they both support antialiasing.
Interpolation
There are three types of interpolation used by the JVM when a raster
image is transformed with an affine transform such as scaling, rotating
or skewing. Interpolation is quite similar to antialiasing: when an image
is transformed, the pixels will be placed in a floating-point grid. They
do, however, have to have integer positions i when rendered on-screen.
This process, converting from floating point pixel positions to screen
coordinates, is where interpolation can be useful.
The easiest and least CPU intensive way is to use nearest neighbor
interpolation. It works by simply choosing the closest floating-point pixel.
The second possibility is bilinear interpolation. It calculates each pixel
by applying linear interpolation on the neighboring pixels in the x and y
direction. This gives a better result than nearest neighbor interpolation,
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Figure 4.9: A 100 by 60 pixels large raster image that has been scaled
up and interpolated with (from left to right) nearest neighbor, bilinear,
and bicubic interpolation. The bottom right image shows the difference
between the bilinear and cubic interpolation images. Bilinear interpolation
gives a slightly more “blurry” result, but in my opinion, it is not easy to
recognise the difference.
but also takes longer to complete.
Finally, bicubic interpolation is more advanced than bilinear interpola-
tion: instead of performing linear interpolation in the x and y direction, it
uses a third degree polynomial. This normally gives a better result than
bilinear interpolation, but it is also more expensive CPU-wise. In my expe-
rience, the difference between the two is not very noticable.
Figure 4.9 demonstrates the three types of interpolation.
4.3.4 Colors
Colors in Java can be represented by java.awt.Color objects. For
instance, a static Color object representing the color “blue” can be
obtained by referencing Color.BLUE. Another way of getting blue is to
create a new object, passing red, green and blue values to the constructor:
new Color(0, 0, 1). This creates a color with no red or green
components, and a maximum blue-value.
“Blue” is a fairly inaccurate description of light with a wavelength
somewhere between 440 and 485 nanometers [Wik06b]. A color repre-
sented in the RGB color space is also inaccurate, because there is no univer-
sal standard stating how a device like a monitor or a printer should present
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it. The human eye makes such a standard difficult to handle because peo-
ple respond differently to colors, and factors like background lighting af-
fects the eye’s responsiveness to colors. For example, at daylight, the eye
responds better to green light than red and blue light. For this reason, the
green component of a computer monitor (RGB) does not need to emit as
many photons as the two other components.
As computer monitors, printers, scanners, and cameras do not repre-
sent colors uniformly, the International Color Consortium has defined a way
of mapping colors from one device to another: ICC profiles. Handling ICC
profiles is a part of the standard Java API, and this is the preferred method
for translating colors from one color space to another (CMYK to RGB) .
The default color space in Java is sRGB: Color.BLUE is defined in this
space. The sRGB color space, a standard proposed by the World Wide Web
Consortium [SACM95], is designed to work well with most CRT or LCD
monitors, and also contains an alpha component for mixing colors.
A common way of specifying color, particularly in TEX, is by using the
CMYK color space. This is a combination of “cyan”, “magenta”, “yellow”,
and “key”. Key specifies the amount of black. This is a format often used
in printed media—computer monitors do not use it. However, since TEX
uses it, it is useful to be able to display CMYK colors as well. CMYK is very
hardware-dependent: two printers may have different ways of mixing ink,
resulting in different colors with the same values of the color components.
Different paper types may also require different color values. Therefore, an
ICC profile is useful when translating to a computer monitor. This is also
why Sun has left out a standard CMYK color profile in the API.
With the appropriate ICC profile from the manufacturer of the target
printer, a mapping from a CMYK color into Java’ sRGB color space can give
a very good on-screen representation of the actual color. Using standard
API classes, the following code translates the CMYK color “brown” into its
sRGB equivalent:
float[] cmykBrown = {0f, 0.81f, 1f, 0.60f};
// Create a color space, using the ICC profile from the file "cmyk−profile.icc"
ICC_Profile p = ICC_Profile.getInstance("cmyk−profile.icc");
ICC_ColorSpace cmyk = new ICC_ColorSpace(p);
float[] rgbBrown = cmyk.toRGB(cmykBrown);
Note that the ICC profile is loaded from the file “cmyk-profile.icc”.
Most major color-related hardware manufacturers supply ICC profiles for
their products. When working with colors, it is usually easier to work with
Color objects than plain arrays. The new Color(cmyk, cmykBrown,
1.0f) creates a color object that still contains the CMYK data. When
rendering to screen, this color is automatically transformed into the current
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color space (usually sRGB).
ICC profiles in Okdvi I believe that most people are not worried about
their TEX colors being completely correct, and with this in mind, one might
argue that using ICC profiles is a little too specialised for a DVI previewer.
However, part of the purpose of Okdvi is to be an experimental platform,
and in this regard advanced color support is a welcome addition. As the
support is already a part of the standard Java API, I see no immediate
reason for leaving it out.
4.4 Finding bottlenecks
A very important aspect of this viewer is giving the user an experience
of a quick and “snappy” user interface. Therefore, after the initial
implementation of Okdvi, I had to see if some parts could be written more
efficiently. The following sections takes a look at a few techniques that can
be used to locate the bottlenecks.
4.4.1 Profiling
When an application is too slow, the first task is to identify the most time
consuming parts, often referred to as the hotspots. These are the areas
that will usually benefit the most from code optimization. To do this, an
automatic profiler can give a nice overview.
The key functionality of a profiler is to monitor the execution of a
program and record data like time and memory usage. The output varies
from being an exact log of all the data recorded, to a complete statistical
analysis.
There are several profilers designed to analyse Java programs. They
need to connect to the JVM in a way normal Java-programs are not allowed
to, and this is usually done by adding an “agent”. The agent uses the
JVMTI1 (Java Virtual Machine Tool Interface) to collect data and control the
execution. The agent is added to the JVM by passing a simple command
line parameter:
java -agentlib:<agent-lib-name>
A common use of a profiler is to create a trace of the functions called
in a program, showing the number of calls to and the time spent on each
function.
1In JDK 1.4 and earlier, JVMPI (Java Virtual Machine Profiler Interface) was used to
collect profiling data.
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When introducing a profiler, the profiler itself requires quite a bit of
processing power, and thus affects the program that is profiled (the DVI
previewer). When calling a method with no disk I/O, the profiler is able
to make a good time estimate, although it is significantly slowed down as
a result of the profiling. When a method spends most of its time accessing
the disk, however, the profiler will not be such a significant “brake” in the
process, and the time recorded will be closer to the actual time that would
be spent in a non-profiled test. This means that comparing functions that
contain no disk I/O to those that do, can give results that would have been
very different if the profiler was not running. Methods that are called many
times will be hindered more by the profiler than those called only a few
times. This is important to keep in mind when analyzing the results.
4.4.2 Manual timing
As the operating system is (normally) based on a scheduler, it is difficult to
know how much of the CPU-time is given to the process. For instance, a
process may start in the background while the timing takes place. Such an
event may ruin the test data. Therefore, to get an accurate measurement, it
is important to run the same tests several times.
In [Lan03] Hans Petter Langtangen recommends repeating a function
for at least several seconds. With the data collected, one might use the
average time spent on a single function, but a more relevant value is the
fastest execution time. This is the execution that has been the least hindered
by other processes. Manual timing is easily done in Java by measuring the
number of milliseconds that elapsed between two points in the following
code:
long startTime = System.nanoTime();
/* The code that is to be measured. */
long totalTime = Math.abs(System.nanoTime() − time);
System.nanoTime() is new in Java 1.5, providing a higher accuracy
than the old System.currentTimeMillis(). As the API says, the
method “provides nanosecond precision, but not necessarily nanosecond
accuracy.” This means that it is important to run several tests. It must
be noted, however, that in Okdvi this sort of precision may not be very
useful, as the only measurements that become interesting are the ones that
significantly slow down the execution.
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4.4.3 Conclusion
An automatic profiler can be a quick way of getting performance data,
but the results need to be analyzed carefully, as there are many potential
sources that can bias the results. A less elegant method, manual timing,
can often give more reliable results.
4.5 Observer patterns
An observer pattern is an object oriented design pattern2 used to create a
weak connection between classes that are not naturally aware of each other.
It is a common practice when objects of one class need to notify other
classes of an update. It is extremely useful in GUI components, where
events take place at unpredictable times, such as when the user presses
a button. If the button is separate from the rest of the GUI, its ancestors
need to get a notification at the time of this event. AWT and Swing uses
observer patterns for a number of its components.
As described in [Wik06c], an observer pattern implementation consists
of one or more observers, registered to observe an event raised by the object
theywere set to observe: the subject. Amore formal definition is formulated
in [GHJV94]:
Definition 1 Define a one-to-many dependency between objects so that when one
object changes state, all its dependents are notified and updated automatically.
An example where this is used in Swing can be seen in button handling.
When a user clicks on a button, the developer wants a certain, immediate
response. Instead of extending and modifying the JButton class, an
observer pattern can be used on an object of the class (button):
button.addActionListener(new ActionListener() {
public void actionPerformed(ActionEvent e)
{
/* Perform some action. */
}
});
The code creates a class that implements the ActionListener
interface, defines its method “actionPerformed”, and passes a new
object of the class to the button’s addActionListener method. Any
number of ActionListener objects can be passed to a Jbutton object,
as it contains an internal list of the objects. Passing an ActionListener
object to a button is a way of implementing callback in Java: when the
2A design pattern is a generalized solution to a programming problem. Patterns do not
specify any code.
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button is clicked, it calls actionPerformed(event) on each of the
registered objects, which is defined outside JButton. The type of event,
for instance a right mouse click, is passed on via an ActionEvent.
4.5.1 Possible problems
Memory leaks As described in [Zuk06], a problemwith observer patterns
in Java is that they are in danger of becoming memory leaks. This is
because of the garbage collection system: when an object sets itself up as
a listener, it is placed in a collection, and will not be deallocated until all
references are removed. It is up to the programmer to make sure that all
references are removed. Great care must therefore be taken with listeners.
When removing an object that implements a listening-interface, there must
always be a removeListener() call on all the observation subjects.
Loops A second issue with this type of design may turn up when a large
number of objects are listening to each other. If one object listens to another,
and that object in turn listens to another object that already listens to the
first one, there is a loop. When an event takes place, it will be bounced
endlessly between the objects, and the program will most probably have to
be restarted. A common solution to this issue, mentioned in [Zuk06], is to
implement a system for tracking and stopping such loops.
4.5.2 Conclusion
The observer pattern is the “Swing” way of passing events between
components. Due to the generalized design, the code is not particularly
optimized, and may in some cases become a bottleneck. However, when
used right the pattern is an invaluable object oriented programming
technique that provides clean communication between objects, where one
of the objects is unaware of the other.
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Part II
Implementation and Analysis
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Part II of the thesis takes a look at some of the issues that became
evident when I was implementing Okdvi. As a way of introducing the
reader to one of the most difficult and complex areas, fonts, the first
chapter follows a character code from DVI command to being typeset in
the previewer.
During the implementation I needed to conduct quite a few experi-
ments to find the best strategies. Many of these are related to speed, and
therefore it is expecially important that the test platform is the same. I will
therefore briefly list the specifications of the computer that was used in test-
ing. I will also present a single-page DVI file that was used in some of the
experiments.
The test platform
The test platform had the following specifications:
CPU Celeron D processor running at 2.5 GHz
Operating system Linux distribution, kernel version 2.6
TEX distribution teTEX 3.0
Java version J2SE 1.5.0_06
Test page
I used a single test page to carry out some experiments in this part of the
thesis. The test page is a single A4 page typeset by LATEX. It is strictly limited
to text, and contains a total of 2079 glyphs spanning six different font faces.
It is an actual page taken from this very document, and can therefore be
considered a real, and perhaps average test case. The test page is shown in
Figure 4.10 on the following page.
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1 Threading
The event dispatch thread is created when setVisible(true) is called. It is
the heart of Swing, and the only thread a developer is explicitly required
to deal with. Whenever an event takes place, whether it is a message from
the operating system or a local event from the virtual machine, the event
dispatch thread needs to handle it. This is why Swing is said to be designed
on a single-thread model.
1.1 Background
In the background, of course, there are other threads utilized by Swing and
the Java framework. The main thread that runs the main()-method in the
code example is one of them. When setVisible() returns, right after the
event dispatch thread has initialised, the main() method also returns, and
in effect, the thread is destroyed. Other threads, like keyboard and mouse
handlers, are invisible to Swing programmers, and are only used indirectly
through the event dispatch thread.
Since all events go via the event dispatch thread, the thread is a
dangerous bottleneck in the system if the programmer is not careful. When
the user clicks on a button, the event handlerwill call amethod that handles
the event, thereby freezing the whole window system until the method
returns. If the button only performs a simple task, like changing a JLabel
entry, this not a problem. If, on the other hand, the button is to perform
heavy calculations, this becomes unacceptable. The solution is to create a
worker thread that does the calculations concurrently.
1.1.1 Thread safety
Thread safety is a problematic issue with Swing. If, for example, a worker
thread changes a Swing object while the event dispatcher is painting it on-
screen, the results are unclear. It might be painted half-finished, or, in the
worst case, it could cause the whole virtual machine to break down. To
properly handle this situation one would have to lock the object, and, due
to the single thread model, the event dispatcher.
Swing is thread unsafe for two reasons. The developer team drew
experience from other toolkit developers that had fully implemented
thread safety. These toolkits usually ended up being intolerably slow, and
they were also prone to deadlocks because of small mistakes due to the
complexity of the code. Sun decided to give most of the control to the
developers. This means the programmer has to use external threads with
particual care.
Although Swing is not thread safe, a few methods are. The invokeLater
method is a useful thread safe method: it can be used by a worker thread
1
Figure 4.10: Test page.
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Chapter 5
From character to glyph
Every character in a DVI file has to go through a number of steps before it
is drawn in Okdvi. To illustrate this I have decided to use the “fi” character
combination as an example. This particular character combination is
interesting because, if the font supports it, TEX reduces it to a single
character code: the “fi” ligature (see Figure 5.1 for an example of ligatures).
In this section we shall follow the “fi” letter-combination on its way from
a DVI character code to a fully rendered glyph. It will be rendered using
the well-known font “Times Roman”. It is important to keep in mind that,
while this is one way for the glyph to be typeset, it may follow an entirely
different path on another system.
5.1 Part 1: Loading the font
The first step in the DVI code related to finding the proper glyph is the
font definition command, fnt_def. This command specifies the desired
output size, as well as an ASCII string containing the font name: “ptmr8t.”
This name is actually part of the the font file name, shortened down to a
maximum of 8 characters due to (historical) limitations on certain operating
systems. The font name, “ptmr8t,” is a compact set of abbreviations where
p indicates that it is an Adobe (PostScript) font, tm stands for Times Roman,
r for regular, and 8t for CorkEncoding (Latin-1 character encoding). See
ff ffi ﬄ fi fl
Figure 5.1: Common english ligatures—combinations of characters to
create solitary glyphs. Ligatures are used in Latin script to improve
readability and aesthetics. They have been typeset using the “Zapf
Chancery” font.
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section 3.1.5 on page 13 for a more detailed explanation of this naming
convention.
Okdvi starts out by looking for a virtual font. Kpathsea is invoked,
and “ptmr8t.vf” is loaded. For the details of the virtual font format, see
section 3.1.3 on page 12. The virtual font does not contain any font data
in itself, but it contains another fnt_def command, pointing to the font
name “ptmr8r”. The driver looks for a virtual font named “ptmr8r.vf”, but
does not find anything. Therefore, the DVI driver has to look for an actual
PostScript Type 1 font.
psfonts.map, a part of Dvips, contains a list of all available Type 1 fonts.
Okdvi uses this file to find the font named “ptmr8r”, and gets the following
font description:
ptmr8r Times-Roman "TeXBase1Encoding ReEncodeFont" <8r.enc
In many cases psfonts.map contains the filename of a compressed or
uncompressed Type 1 font, but this is not the case for Times Roman on
the test system, as it is one of the 35 standard PostScript fonts that are
available to all PostScript interpreters. The Okdvi driver contains a list
of these fonts, and uses it to convert the PostScript font name, “Times-
Roman,” into “utmr8a,” a free version of the font, designed by URW. The
driver locates and loads the Type 1 font utmr8a.pfb into a java.awt.Font
object.
The DVI driver also loads 8r.enc, an encoding file that Okdvi uses
to translate character codes into PostScript glyph names. The actual
PostScript reencoding, "TeXBase1Encoding ReEncodeFont", is ignored. Fi-
nally, the TEX FontMetrics file “ptmr8r.tfm” is loaded and interpreted. This
file is used to set the exact width of each glyph.
At this point, the fnt_def command has been processed, and a
number of objects have been instantiated in the JVM. The main interface
to the “Times Roman” font is the virtual font, a VirtualFont object.
5.1.1 Part 2: Creating the proper glyph
The second DVI command relevant to drawing the fi ligature is
set_char_2. Using the data collected from 8r.enc1, the Okdvi driver trans-
lates character number 2 into a PostScript glyph command “/fi”. theAdobe
Glyph List, it finally translates this command into a value understood by
the Java API: the Unicode code point U+FB01, represented in UTF-16 as a
char.
1The file “8r.enc” is a specification of the TeX Base 1 Encoding
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Figure 5.2: The “fi” ligature typeset in Okdvi.
5.1.2 Part 3: Rendering
The unicode “fi” character is passed to the java.awt.Font object that
contains the actual Type 1 font data, and a java.awt.GlyphVector
object is generated. This object is used to create a java.awt.Shapeobject,
a parameterized outline of the glyph. The Shape object is a simple outline
representation of the fi ligature, which is placed in a java.awt.Area
object. The Area object is used because it is sometimes necessary to
combine several glyphs into one. Virtual fonts sometimes do this.
The DVI driver represents the glyph internally as a dvi.Glyph object,
an an object that contains the actual glyph outline, the Area object, as well
as positioning data on the page. An fi Glyph object is created, and placed
in the list of objects in the current page.
The actual painting of the glyph is quite painless. The graphics system
in Java renders the glyph by filling in the shape. The result can be seen in
Figure 5.2.
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Chapter 6
The DVI Driver
Okdvi can be said to be split up into two parts: the framework, consisting of
the user inferface and rendering routines, and the DVI driver, the part that
interprets the DVI code and prepares the objects that are to be rendered.
The driver is mainly implemented in the Driver class: one Driver object
is used to extract renderable data from the pages.
An important psychological strategy is to do as little processing as
possible when the DVI viewer starts up. If each page shows up in 100
milliseconds, but the startup time is 10 seconds, the overall experiencemay
be that the application is way too slow. The fact that the JVM itself needs
to initialize first, only increases the importance of optimizing the program
startup.
This chapter is about the choices I made regarding the DVI file
processing.
6.1 Reading the DVI file
DVI is a sequential format in the sense that all the data comes in the order
that it is typeset. If the data is read in that order, drivers need only a
small amount of memory for processing, as the DVI file technically does
not need to be buffered at all. This was very important in the early days
of the format, when memory resources were in short supply. In our days,
especially in a software previewer, memory is not such a big issue, and
therefore the parsing can be done in ways that previously would have been
impossible or inefficient.
My initial file parsing strategy was perhaps the most intuitive one. As
the DVI file was read by the Java driver, using a BufferedInputStream
object, each commandwas processed, but not necessarily completely. Fonts
were loaded, but no rendering took place. The resulting pages were kept
in a list, so that they could be finalized when a page needed to be rendered.
This meant that, in order to draw the last page in a document, all the pages
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of the document would have to be parsed and loaded first. This strategy
is fine for drivers that are used in DVI printers, but in a DVI previewer the
user must be able to move freely to any page. At the time the code was
also very inefficient, parsing one page generally took several seconds, so
parsing all the pages of a large document just to see the last page would
render the previewer virtually useless. Therefore, the design had to be
reconsidered.
A DVI file can be read and parsed in different ways:
• As already outlined: by reading the file sequentially, and carrying out
each command as it comes.
• By reading the file backwards. The DVI format contains a copy of
all the font definitions, as well as backward-pointers from one bop
command (beginning of page) to the previous one, so this is quite
feasible. Each page, however, should be parsed sequentially.
• By random access file reading. This way, only the commands
concerning the document as a whole need to be readwhen initializing
the driver. Provided that the driver knows the exact file location, any
page can then be parsed and loaded.
• By loading the whole file into memory before interpreting the DVI
commands. This has the advantage that it minimizes the amount
of disk I/O. The problem is that the loading time will increase with
the file size, and theoretically, if the file is large enough, not enough
memory will be available.
\special methods (see chapter 7 on page 55) can in some cases increase
the DVI file size drastically. It is for instance technically possible to
include heavy graphics inside the DVI code using literal PostScript. In my
experience this is uncommon. The largest DVI file I was able to find was
the 1500 page reference manual for the R programming language, which
occupies about 4 Mb.
If the program is able to load this file reasonably fast into memory,
I believe that the strategy of loading the whole file at once is a good
one. Loading the whole file in one go also has another advantage: many
operating systems, Linux for instance, does not use file locks. If the file is
read in random access mode, having an active file stream for as long as the
file is previewed, difficulties may occur if the file changes on disk.
I performed a few time measurements to see if loading the whole files
is quick enough. If a regular DVI file loads in less than 100 ms., I would
regard it as acceptable .
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6.1.1 Test: load time
DVI files are read one byte at a time. If the whole file is to be loaded at
once, a proper structure is an array of Java bytes. Loading the file consists
of allocating the byte array and reading the bytes from the file into the
array. The DVI viewer uses a BufferedInputStream object to do this.
Four files occupying respectively 0.1 MB, 1 MB, 10 MB, and 100 MB were
loaded into the JVM. The 100 MB test is extreme, but is a good way of
“stress testing” the system. Each test was run five times in a row; the JVM
was restarted each time to make sure that the same memory allocation was
done each time.
It must be noted that during the 100 MB test, the initial heap space
allocated by the JVM was insufficient: the program exited with an
OutOfMemoryError exception. To increase the heap space, the JVM was
initialized with the -Xmx parameter, using a maximum heap space of 128
MB. This tells the virtual machine that it can allocate up to 128 MB. The
default maximum on the test machine was 64MB, but this is not necessarily
the standard on all virtual machines. For normal operation, since DVI files
in the real world are never 100 MB in size, the default maximum should be
sufficient for normal operation. This is a problem that becomes more real
when considering howmany fully rendered pages should be buffered, and
is discussed more thoroughly in section 6.2 on the following page.
On the test machine (described in section II on page 39) the results were
as follows:
Figure 6.1: The total time spent loading DVI files of different sizes.
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These results show a slightly higher load time the first time the largest
files are loaded. This is probably due to buffering somewhere in the
process, at disk, OS, or JVM level. However, the results thoroughly show
that common DVI files, usually smaller than 0.1 MB, are loaded quickly
enough (around 1 ms.). This obviously dependends on the disk and
available system resources, but the loading can be many times slower
without being a problem.
Implementation When the file is loaded, it is a byte array, part of the
main Driver object. Inside it, the preprocess() method is called. Its
job is to:
1. Process all the commands that come before the first BOP-command
(beginning of page). They consist of the preamble (pre), as well as a
possible set of font definitions.
2. Skip to the last byte of the file, read backwards, locating and
processing the postamble. This includes the post and post_post
command, as well as the font definitions that come in between these.
Each font is initialised as an object of the class UninitializedFont,
a subclass of DviFont, and remain uninitialized until the font is used
in a DVI page. The uninitialized font is placed in a hashmap, using
the unique font id (provided by the fnt_def command) as the key. A
hash table is used because, with a good hash key, the font can be
accessed in O(1) time.
3. Initialize the pages. Because the post command and the bop
commands contain the position of the preceding bop, the driver is able
to skip backwards to all the page definitions. All the page objects,
instances of the class DviPage, are initialised, but no processing is
done. Each DviPage object is constructed with a reference to the
main Driver object and the position of the bop in the DVI file array.
Later, when the page is to be displayed, the DviPage passes this
position to the Driver object, which in turn processes the page.
6.2 Buffering strategies
Initially, page loading was very slow: loading and generating the glyphs of
a full page typically took between 1 and 2 seconds to complete. Rendering
the loaded data, however, only took about 50 milliseconds. Keeping this
in mind, buffering pages that have been loaded once seems like a good
idea. Such a scheme would also allow pages not already accessed to be
pre-rendered in a background thread, and thus give a quick response time
when the user flips to the next page.
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The situation changed as the application evolved. At the moment,
due to many structural changes, page loading generally takes less than
300 milliseconds. This is quite fast in terms of what a user is able to
perceive, and as a result, buffering whole pages may not be necessary at
all. In this section I will examine some parts of the previewer where I have
implemented buffering, or that may benefit from being buffered.
6.2.1 Pages
A page in Okdvi is represented by a DVIPage object. This object contains
a list of the renderable elements. These elements are all descendants of the
class “dvi.PageElement”: Glyph, Rule, and PSImage objects.
Being PageElement objects, they all contain a draw(...) method.
This is where the rendering of each component takes place. For the
DVIPage to render the elements, all that actually needs to be done is the
following:
for (PageElement e : elements) {
e.draw(g2d);
}
The elements object is a vector (ArrayList) containing all the
elements on the page, and the g2d object is a pointer to the Graphics2D
object that the page elements paint onto. The example is simplified, as
in the implementation there is also a check to limit the rendering to the
elements that are in the visible part of the page.
As the above code demonstrates, all the page elements are placed in
a vector inside their respective page. The same design is used for the
DVIPage objects, which are placed in a vector inside a Viewer object.
DVIPage objects contain a load() method that places the objects in the
elementsvector, and an unload()method that empties the vector. Pages
can therefore easily be buffered by skipping the unload() call when the
user switches to another page.
A solution that would speed up page loading is to buffer the pages
that the user is most likely to switch to next, in a background thread. The
most important page would be the next and previous page, but possible
candidates are also the first and last page of the file.
Stress testing the DVI driver. While just buffering a few pages is useful,
an even more tempting solution is to buffer all the pages that have been
loaded. This would result in the fastest possible access times, but does have
an obvious problem: memory resources are not infinite. This is especially
true in a JVM, which is loadedwith amaximum amount of allocatable heap
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space. The value can be modified, but due to the way Java is designed, a
high heap space results in slower garbage collection.
The default maximum heap space is usually 64MB, and I believe a good
strategy is to limit the DVI viewer to this amount. I therefore decided to
conduct an experiment to see how many pages of regular text I was able to
buffer in the 64 MB heap space. The test file is the previously mentioned
1500 page manual of the R programming language, which only contains
text and dvi rules (i.e. no PostScript graphics). The test creates an array of
uninitialised pages and loads them from the first to the last page. When
the heap memory runs out, the JVM exits with an OutOfMemoryError
exception. The process has been profiled and visualised using Profiler4j, a
Java memory profiler (available on http://profiler4j.sourceforge.net/).
Figure 6.2: Buffering as many pages as possible from R programming
language manual. The JVM halted on the 674th page. The image shows
the relationship between the actual memory used by the DVI driver (used
memory), and the total memory allocated by the JVM (committed memory).
The driver was able to buffer a total of 673 pages before running out
of heap space. Figure 6.2 shows that the average size of one page buffered
page is less than 0.1 MB. This shows that there is room for buffering quite a
few pages. In this test, however, the DVI driver was only able to buffer 673
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pages. The question is: are any of the potential Okdvi users going to read
more than 673 pages, non-stop? Probably not, but there are certainly DVI
files that are more complex, and require more memory.
A separate time measurement showed that loading the 673 pages took
a total of 22.2 seconds. This gives an average loading time of 33 ms. per
page. This is such a small number that pre-loading the page would not
have given a valuable speed increase.
6.2.2 Glyphs
For the majority of DVI pages, there are a set of glyphs that are used
repeatedly. The last sentence, for instance, contains 64 glyphs, but only
22 of them are unique. This means that having a complete copy of every
glyph is a waste of space.
Each glyph is an object of the class dvi.Glyph. This object contains
a reference to a java.awt.Area object, which is where the actual glyph
data is stored. When the same glyph is needed again, a duplicate Glyph
is instantiated, but the object points to the same Area object, so the total
amount of duplicate data is quite small.
The actual glyph data is buffered: the glyph will not be generated until
the first time it is needed. This saves a lot of processing, since only a fraction
of the glyphs available in a font are actually used.
6.2.3 Images
Loading images is clearly the slowest single operation done by the DVI
driver. For this reason, whenever a new image is to be loaded, a concurrent
thread is created, allowing the page to be displayed before the image has
loaded (see section 9.2 on page 77). However, the process is very slow, so
ideally an image should not be loaded twice. Therefore, it may be a good
idea to buffer images.
Images tend to use a lot of heap space, and if I decide to buffer too
many, the JVM will run out of memory. The difficulty is that there is, as
I far as I know, no good way of checking the amount of memory used
by an image. One might think that this would be easy to find out, by
multiplying the horizontal and vertical dimensions by the number of bits
per pixel. The problem is that different JVMs may have different internal
implementations. For example, if OpenGL is used, the image may be
significantly larger than when it is turned off (explained by Chris Campbell
in [Cam04]).
To limit the number of images buffered at a time, an image buffering
implementation should have a central queue that keeps track of all the
images that are loaded. When too many images have been loaded, the
images with the lowest priority (the oldest images in terms of display)
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can be removed. The difficult question is: at what point should the
application begin throwing away images? I have come up with a few
different strategies:
1. Set a strict limit on the number of images that can be in the buffer
queue at a time. This is not a very safe solution, as it does not take the
image size into consideration. If a particular DVI file only contains
extremely large images, the heap may become full before the limit is
reached. It is also an ineffective method because, as a safety measure,
I would have to set the limit quite low, and only a small area of the
available memory would be used.
2. Guess the size of an image, using the color depth and the dimension.
Using this data, a maximum amount of image buffering memory can
be predefined, and when the buffered images go beyond, the oldest
images can be removed from the queue. If the image size is guessed
carefully enough, the chance of overflowing the heap is small.
3. Communicate with the JVM to determine the available heap space.
When the available memory decreases to a certain predefined value,
the oldest images are removed from the buffer queue.
The last solution is the safest of the three, as it does not require any
guessing. It is also the one that will be able to have the largest buffer. For
these reasons, if images are to be buffered separately, this would be my
chosen solution, and may be implemented in a future version of Okdvi.
6.2.4 Conclusion
In a future version of Okdvi usersmay be allowed to fine tune the buffering
strategy. If the program is run on a JVM that has access to a large amount
of RAM, this can be exploited. However, as the average user sees it, a
DVI viewer is a “lightweight” utility and should therefore only use a small
amount of system resources. As a consequence of this, the application
should default to a non-greedy buffering strategy.
The different buffering strategies lead to a faster implementation, but
they alsomake it muchmore unforeseeable in terms of the total time it takes
to load a page. For example, the first pages in a DVI file will usually have
a longer rendering time than the other pages, simply because new fonts
and glyphs are loaded and buffered. When the third page is loaded, the
probability that many of the glyphs have already been generated is large,
and therefore the page will load much quicker.
A positive effect of this buffering will be seen if pages that have not yet
been opened are processed in a background thread. This loading will not
only speed up the rendering when a page is requested by the user—other
pages containing the same glyphs will also load faster.
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6.3 Reloading files on updates
A useful feature of many document previewers is the ability to track
changes to the currently open DVI file, and redisplay the page whenever
a change has occurred. I have decided to implement a similar feature in
this project. While this may seem like a trivial task, there are implications,
especially because it needs to be OS independent.
The obvious solution, and indeed the one that was chosen for this
project, is to examine the time stamp that tells when a file was last written
to. When it changes, the file can be reloaded. The difficult part is to
determine whether the file is completely written, or if the creator is still
writing to the file. As we shall see, some operating systems have this
information readily available - some make it a little more difficult.
6.3.1 Windows
When a Windows process opens a file for writing, the operating system
enforces an exclusive lock on the file. The effect is that no other process
will be able to access the contents. There have been some minor changes
in the Windows XP and Server 2003 API that allow developers to access
data protected by exclusive locks, but this is not a commonly used feature
in end-user programs.
With a system like this, monitoring file changes and re-reading the file
can be implemented easily and safely. One would just have to poll the file
system to see when the file was last updated, and, if the file is locked by
some other process, wait for the lock to be released.
6.3.2 UNIX
Linux, as well as other UNIX systems that follow the POSIX standard with
respect to file operations, has an entirely different file locking strategy. A
process is not required to use locks in file I/O operations, although it is
certainly possible. In the POSIX world file locks are simply guidelines:
even if one process sets an exclusive lock on a file, other processes are free
to ignore it.1 TEX compiler does not use locks when writing DVI files, so
locks cannot be used to verify that it has completed writing. Even if the
TEX developers had used locks, difficulties would probably have turned up
on network file systems like nfs and smb.
1Some UNIX systems support mandatory locking in addition to advisory locks, but this
is not defined in the POSIX standard.
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6.3.3 The implementation
Xdvi has solved the problem by reading and processing the preamble and
postamble. If both operations succeed, the file is reloaded.
In my implementation, I have decided to load the whole DVI file into
memory and make sure that it has a valid postamble. If it does not, the
programwaits for a predefined amount of time, reloads the file, and checks
for validity. It is assumed that the postamble is the last entry written by the
creator. If this is not the case, the results are unpredictable.
The viewer polls the file for a file change once every two seconds, and
reloads as necessary. It also does so immediately after the window gains
focus to give the user a speedy response.
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Chapter 7
TEX \special commands
There are three important reasons why the DVI format has survived the
last 27 years with only a few modifications. First of all, with only a
handful of typesetting commands, it is extremely simple compared to
similar formats. Secondly, David Fuchs was more foreseeing than many
developers and created a highly scalable standard: with the ability to index
a single command in 32-bit precision, it has not yet met any limits. The
third reason is its extensibility. There are a number of features taken for
granted in a typesetter that the DVI format does not specify. Including
figures and images is one such example. The standard does however
provide a solution: the “xxx” command.
The xxx command (see section 2.2 on page 6 for an overview of the DVI
commands) is used directly by TEX, in the form of a \special command:
\special{command}
command can be just about anything—when generating DVI code, the
TEX interpreter simply expands any macros inside, and copies it in plain
text into a DVI xxx command. A \special command will therefore usually
show up as plain ASCII-text in the DVI file. Although it is possible to write
\special commands directly in TEX-files, they are normally concealed inside
macros.
The freedom that comes with the xxx command is a bit unfortunate, as
it has led to TEXnicians going their own ways, creating \special methods
without a distinct syntax. The consequence has been that one DVI file does
not necessarily behave equally on two different drivers, a clear breach of
Fuchs’ original idea of DeVice Independency. All the same, certain \special
commands have gained widespread use, and can therefore be considered
standards.
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Figure 7.1: Two typical ways of processing a TEX file. One passes the DVI
file stage, the other one creates PDF files directly. A number of programs
perform these, and similar tasks.
7.1 \special standards
7.1.1 Image inclusion
For the purpose of creating DVI files, the most commonly used image
format is Encapsulated PostScript. A reason for this is that Dvips and similar
utilities normally cannot process other formats. EPS is an image file format
that consists of pure PostScript code, with a few extra requirements and
details. The choice of PostScript is a good one because it can contain both
plain raster graphics and high level vector graphics.
In TEX, one of the common ways of including EPS images is by
importing the graphicx package, and calling \includegraphics to
import the image. The \includegraphics macro is translated into a
\special command. For example, when including the file “image.eps”, the
graphics package will generate the following command:
\special{PSfile="image.eps" llx=0 lly=0
urx=100 ury=100 rwi=1000}
Note that only the text between the brackets is entered in a DVI
xxx command. The parameters, llx, lly, urx, ury, and rwi, specify the
bounding box as it will be drawn on the page. This information is a
combination of data collected from the EPS file and parameters passed to
\includegraphics.
Other image formats In the TEX world there are two major groups of
users: the ones that use regular TEX to generate DVI files, and the ones
that skip the DVI stage, and use PdfTEX to generate PDF files directly (see
Figure 7.1 for a comparison of the two). The latter group has a different
set of image formats at hand: PNG, JPEG, GIF and PDF files, but they are
included in TEX files via the same \includegraphics call.
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The ability to include these images in DVI files, although unsupported
by Dvips1, can turn out to be useful. One of the possible future uses of the
DVI previewer is to include it as a part of a complete TEX environment, that
constantly generates a preview of the code. If the driver understands these
basic formats, Okdvi can be used to preview code targeted pdfTEX as well
as Dvips. This would give a whole new audience.
TEXwill normally complain if a such an image is passed as an argument
to \includegraphics. This is because the macro does not know the
bounding box of the image. However, it is possible to avoid the problem.
One method is by adding another argument specifying the bounding box.
If this is done for the image “image.png”, a \special in the following format
will be generated:
\special{PSfile="image.png" llx=0 lly=0
urx=100 ury=100 rwi=1000}
Note that the command still begins with “PSfile”, even though the
image is a PNG file. Another common approach is to use the program
“ebb” to generate a .bb file containing the bounding box data necessary,
in which case the “graphicx” package writes a very different \special
command:
\special{pdf: image width 100pt height 100pt
depth 0.0pt(image.png)}
7.1.2 Colors
Another use of the \special command is to give color support to DVI files.
Colors are stack based—a typical example goes as follows:
\ specialcolor push Blue
<blue text>
\ specialcolor pop
According to theDvipsmanual, colors can be specified in three different
ways:
1. By passing the name of a color space (“rgb”, “hsb”, “cmyk” or “gray”)
and a set of color values in the range 0–1.
1There is in fact a package, bmeps, that provides a Dvips patch giving PNG and JPEG
support. However, this is generally not available in TEX distributions. The bmeps package
is available on http://bmeps.sourceforge.net/.
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2. Through a PostScript color definition procedure as defined in a
PostScript header. These consist of 64 color names taken from a
Crayola crayon box. A translation between these values and an
absolute color space value can be obtained from the file “color.pro”, a
part of the Dvips package.
3. By a double quote followed by any PostScript sequence. This may
not just be a color, but for instance even a complex pattern.
These colors can be used in one of the following \special commands:
color push <color> Push a new color on top of the stack.
color pop Pop the current color from the top of the stack.
color <color> Set the current color. This is only used when the stack is
empty.
background <color> Set the background color of the current page.
In my implementation, each renderable object contains a Color
variable. When the object is created by the DVI driver, it is initialised to
the current color on the stack. The most interesting part, in my opinion, of
implementing colors is the conversion from DVI colors (<color>) to a java
color object. The theory behind this is discussed in section 4.3.4 on page 30.
Regular RGB colors are easily implemented: all that has to be done is
pass the three components to the Color constructor: new Color(R, G,
B). The result is an sRGB color (described in section 4.3.4 on page 30).
HSB (hue, saturation, brightness), sometimes calles HSV (where V de-
notes variance), is equally simple: a color object is created by calling
Color.getHSBColor(H, S, B).
The difficult part is to translate the CMYK value into an sRGB color that
can be displayed on a computer. I have included a CMYK ICC profile that
seems to give good results, but it may look bad if the color is designed for
an uncommon CMYK printer. This is why I would like Okdvi users to be
able to load their own CMYK ICC profiles in the future.
7.1.3 Other uses
Graphics and color are the most common applications of \special com-
mands, but there are a number of other that are sometimes generated with
the major TEX distributions, and handled by tools like Dvips and Xdvi:
HyperTEXt: This is a way of including hypertext links in a DVI file.
These can be links to WWW addresses, or links within the file itself.
Applications like Xdvi supports HyperTEXt, a feature that can is often
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used to provide direct links to the sections listed in the table of
contents.
Papersize: Paper size and orientation is not part of the DVI specification,
and is therefore sometimes specified using a \special. Normally, how-
ever, this information is not included, as almost all TEX documents are
designed with a common dimension in mind (A4 in European coun-
tries).
Source pointers: There is not always a precise way of finding the original
position of the TEX source code, by looking at a position in the DVI
file. This is sometimes desirable, and therefore, when invoking TEX
with the “-src-specials” parameter, TEX adds specials containing the
original .tex file and the corresponding line number. Utilities like Xdvi
can use these to skip to the corresponding line in the TEX file when the
user clicks somewhere in the DVI file.
Literal PostScript: There are several ways of writing PostScript code
directly into DVI files. This is used by certain macro packages
to create visual effects that cannot be done in pure TEX. A well-
known example is the pstricks LATEX package, which uses embedded
PostScript code to create drawings.
7.2 Implementation
7.2.1 EPS support
When implementing EPS support in Okdvi, having access to a complete
PostScript interpreter is necessary. As I see it, there are two types of
interpreters that can be used for this project:
• An interpreter solely written in Java. This would be themost portable
solution. After some researching, I was able to find two such projects:
– Onewas a small demonstration example written by Sun, capable
of rendering a some simple PostScript files using the Graphics2D
library in Java. A few tests, however, showed that it was unable
to interpret most “real” PostScript files.
– A second,more complete program is ToastScript. This interpreter
seemed to do a decent job: complete PostScript documents
were rendered quite quickly. The problem that quickly became
evident was that the interpreter did not seem very robust.
Several times the program printed out Java Exception messages,
and the program was unable process some of the test files.
A major drawback is that it is limited to Level 1 PostScript.
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However, it is a free (GNU/GPL licensed) alternative, that
potentially can be distributed along with the DVI viewer.
• An platform dependent interpreter. The most commonly used
PostScript software interpreter is Ghostscript, a program which is
also part of most TEX distributions
2. This, combined with the fact
that it is free, open-source, and available for most platforms makes
Ghostscript the natural choice— if an OS dependent solution is
acceptable.
Debugging another developer’s code, and in particular a large project
like a PostScript interpreter, is not tempting, and unfortunately ToastScript
seems to be rather unstable. This is the main reason why I decided to leave
out ToastScript in favor of Ghostscript, a well-tested and utterly stable
alternative. Many other DVI previewers, including Xdvi and KDVI, use
Ghostscript to display PostScript graphics. This seems to work well.
7.2.2 Invoking Ghostscript
There are a few major variants of Ghostscript, including AFPL, GPL, and
ESP Ghostscript. They are maintained by different organizations and
companies, but the command line parameters and the output is the same.
In the DVI previewer the stand-alone executable is used, but it is also
possible to use Ghostscript C-functions through a shared library.
7.2.3 Implementation details
Loading an EPS file follows the process shown in figure 7.3 on page 63. The
implementation is centered around two classes:
ps.Ghostscript This is the main interface towards Ghostscript. It is written
independently of the other classes in Okdvi so that it easily can be
used for other purposes. It contains one public method, loadImage,
that initializes a new Ghostscript process that interprets a specified
.ps file, and returns a native BufferedImage object.
Ghostscript is instructed to generate output using a device that
outputs a PNG image. The image is read via the standard output
stream of the process; no disk IO is involved besides loading the
PostScript image and invoking the process.
A slight problem with the Ghostscript solution is that the executable
does not always have the same name. On Unix systems, it is
commonly named “gs”, and the corresponding Windows name is
2A notable exception is MikTEX, a popular Windows TEX distribution. However,
downloading and installing Ghostscript is easy
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“gswin32c”. The user should be able to specify the exact location of
the executable, ideally after Okdvi has tried its best to locate the right
one.
Error checking has been a high priority in this class, as invoking ex-
ternal processes is a vulnerable part of the DVI previewer. Therefore,
the first time the method is called, the Ghostscript process is initial-
ized with no input. If the process does not give any error messages,
the class expects it to work properly, and have the necessary drivers
installed.
dvi.PSImage This class is theOkdvi specific part of the Ghostscript render-
ing process. It is an extension of the abstract class PageElement, and
must therefore be able to render itself on a DVI page. The Driver
class passes the arguments from the “PSImage” \special command to
its constructor, and places an object of the class in a list containing
all the page objects (glyphs and rules). The image is loaded using
the ps.Ghostscript class, and stored in a local BufferedImage
object.
A few changes were made to this class, to be able to load the
Ghostscript image in a concurrent thread. This process is described
in section 9.2.1 on page 80.
Why PNG? PNGwas chosen as the Ghostscript output format for several
reasons:
• It is normally available to Ghostscript.
• It is an open standard, and can therefore be expected to be available
on most distributions.
• Java has built-in PNG support (with alpha transparency).
• The data is compressed (but lossless), requiring less data to be passed
to the JVM.
• PNG has an alpha channel. This allows Ghostscript to pass
transparent data to the JVM - even data which is partly translucent
due to anti-aliasing. This gives a smooth output, even when rendered
on top of another object by the DVI previewer.
There are several PNG devices available to Ghostscript, but the chosen
one was the “pngalpha” device. It generates 32-bit images, each pixel is
split up into four channels: red, green, blue, and alpha, each taking up
8 bits. The image will keep this 32-bit RGBA representation in memory
when loaded into Java as a BufferedImage object. All non-filled areas in
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Figure 7.2: Two Okdvi screenshots. The DVI page has a yellow background
color, set using the \special{background} command. On the image to the
left, Ghostscript has used a PNG device with no alpha channel (png16m).
The image on the right shows the improved result when applying the
pngalpha device.
the EPS picture are considered parts of the background. When rasterized,
they become pixels with an alpha value of 0, and are therefore completely
transparent in the png output image. This is useful if an image is drawn
“on top” of other components in a DVI page, or if the background color
is not white. Figure 7.2 shows the difference between using the pngalpha
device and a png device with no alpha channel (png16m).
Locating images An important implementation detail is that the included
files need to be located in a directory relative to the DVI file. This is done
in Java by getting the DVI file’s directory and joining it with the string
specified by the PSFile directive. An OS-independent string representation
of the current directory is found by calling dviFile.getParent(),
where dviFile is a java.io.File object. The directory specified in
the DVI file is assumed to be compatible with the current platform, so no
modification is done, but the path separator joining the two strings must
be understood by the OS.
Operating systems handle path separators differently, so it is important
to use the correct one. It is specified as a character in the API,
File.separatorChar, which represents the character “/” on UNIX platforms,
and “\” on Windows.
Possible future improvements Loading an EPS file is one of the most
time-consuming tasks done by previewer. For this reason, the previewer
loads an EPS file only once. It is loaded at a higher resolution than is usually
necessary, to allow the user to zoom up to a certain level. At higher zoom
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Figure 7.3: The image loading process. The gray parts have not yet been
implemented in Okdvi.
levels, the output becomes blurred due to interpolation. There are a few
changes that may be done to improve the visual appearance of EPS files:
• Reload the image each time the zoom level changes. This will result
in a slower previewer for pages that contain EPS files. Incidentally,
this is how Xdvi handles the problem.
• Implement a set of zoom levels, using Java’s image transformation
scaling the image up to a certain point, and, when the output becomes
too coarse, generate a new image with Ghostscript.
• Use either of the previous methods, but show a scaled version of the
image until Ghostscript has finished processing the new image (in a
background process). This would resolve the speed issues.
7.2.4 Other images
Using the same strategy as for EPS files, images in JPEG, PNG, and GIF
format can be loaded into the Java application. This is a very easy task: the
ImageIO library is capable of importing all of these formats.
Another format that might be useful to support is PDF. This is
already using the ps.Ghostscript class, because Ghostscript supports
the format.
7.2.5 Colors
Color support has not yet been implemented in the previewer, but adding
it should be relatively easy. The current version of the previewer creates
every page object (extensions of the dvi.PageElement class) with a
foreground color initialized to java.awt.Color.BLACK. This color is
used when rendering, so as long as the color specified by the \special
command can be translated into a Color object, the rest is straightforward.
Just like positioning in the DVI format, colors are stack-based, so all that
needs to be done is add a color stack to the DVI driver.
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Java is able to translate between color spaces using “java.awt.-
color.ColorSpace,” and fortunately all of the color spaces specified by
in \special commands are available in this class. This means that the first
method of specifying color, by passing a color space and a set of values (see
7.1.2) is feasible.
The secondmethod, passing one of the 64 Crayola crayon names, is also
possible to implement by reading data from the Dvips file “color.pro”, or
by simply keeping a local list of the names and their translations.
The third and last way of representing colors in TEX, by PostScript
inclusion, is the most difficult one, as it requires a complete PostScript
interpreter. This is easy for Dvips, since its job is to generate PostScript
code, but very difficult to implement in Okdvi. It is not in widespread use,
and therefore I consider not supporting it an acceptable loss.
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Chapter 8
Glyph issues
A font problem became evident when testing the viewer withmathematical
structures from TEX. Using certain fonts, some glyphs did not display at
all, even though the proper encoding seemed to be applied. The problem
is illustrated in Figure 8.1. The cause, as it turned out, was that some of the
Type 1 glyphs did not have names listed in the Adobe glyph-list. The effect
was that Java was unable to access them.
Unicode is a strict standard, and every new character must be accepted
by the Unicode Consortium. Because Unicode is a character set—not a
glyph set—different shapes of the same mathematical symbol cannot have
separate character codes. With 5 different glyph representations in the TEX
Math Extension encoding, the radical-sign is an example of a single character
having several glyph representations, none of which are present in the
Adobe glyph-list. This is shown in Figure 8.2 on the next page.
A note to Sun
There is a solution for Unicode developers: certain parts of the Unicode
set are defined as Private Use Areas (PUA). These can be used by software
Xdvi Okdvi
Figure 8.1: The exact same DVI code rendered in two different DVI
previewers. Many of the glyphs are missing in the Okdvi version.
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Figure 8.2: Five different glyphs representing a radical in the Computer
Modern font “CMEX10.” As the left part indicates, TEX chooses the proper
glyph based on the height of the radicand.
developers in any way necessary, and could potentially be the place to
put character codes for the missing glyphs in Type 1 fonts. This option,
however, has not been employed in Java.
One possible JVM implementation, which I believe Sun should use in
the future, is to map all glyphs from Type 1 fonts onto a private area. A
natural place would be the area between U+E000 and U+E0FF, the first 256
characters of the BMP Private Use Area. Type 1 fonts can never contain
more than 256 active glyphs, so this is a proper limit. The mapping would
have to be two-fold—known characters like ’A’ and ’&’ would also need to
be mapped to their normal code points.
One might argue that this solution is an undermining of the Unicode
idea, and that developers might end up limiting themselves to a small area
of the Unicode plane. This may be the reason why Sun has cut the Type
1 functionality down to the known Unicode characters. For this project,
however, a workaround must be sought.
8.1 A workaround
Mathematical typesetting is an important TEX feature, and consequently
also in a DVI previewer. A workaround for the glyph mapping problem
was therefore considered necessary. I have been unable to find any obvious,
superior solutions to the problem, but two alternatives have come to mind:
• Manually re-encode a set of fonts that have non-unicode glyphs, and
distribute them along with the previewer. This can be done with
complex font editing programs like FontForge.
• Do the same re-encoding on the fly. This would require some way of
decrypting and re-encrypting the Type-1 glyph definitions.
Distributing modified fonts works well in some cases, but unfortu-
nately there is such a large number that contain non-unicode glyph names,
making this an impossible work. The dvi viewer would also end up be-
ing unacceptably large. In addition, there are legal issues: certain fonts,
like the Computer Modern series, can be redistributed freely along with
the program, but a large number of them are commercial and cannot be
modified or distributed. In short: this is not a good answer to the problem.
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The second solution, modifying the fonts before loading them into the
Java application, is more interesting.
One possible solution to the problem is to manipulate the PFA files
containing Type 1 fonts before loading them into Java Font objects. By
changing all the glyph definitions to have names from the set [“uniE000”,
“uniE001”, “uniE002”, ..., “uniE0FF”], Java will recognize them and map
themonto the Unicode area starting at code point U+E000. If an encoding is
specified, the names beginning with “uni” will get the same relative value
as defined by the .enc-file.
For example, a font that uses the TEXMath Symbol Encoding, might use
texmsym.enc as a reference. The file has the following structure:
/TeXMathSymbolEncoding [
/minus
/periodcentered
/multiply
/asteriskmath
/divide
.
.
.
] def
The PostScript command “minus” is the first glyph listed in the
encoding-file. This means that whenever the DVI driver comes across
the command “set_char_0”, it should render a minus-sign. The Type
1 glyph “minus” will therefore be named “uniE000” in the temporary PFA.
To keep the DVI parser consistent with the original design, a standard
enc-file, okdvi.enc, is used with these re-assembled fonts. The file is very
simple, containing only a sorted list of the unicode characters present in
the file:
/okdviEncoding [
/uniE000
/uniE001
.
.
.
/uniE0FF
] def
Parsing the font files
A PostScript Type 1 font, in the form of a PFA file, is for the most part
human-readable ASCII text, and not very difficult to parse using the
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Figure 8.3: The structure of a Type 1 PFA file. The figure has been copied
from Adobe’s “Black Book” [BPW93].
StreamTokenizer class, a part of the standard Java API.
As Figure 8.3 shows, font programs begin with an ASCII section. This
part defines several attributes that tells the interpreter how to parse the
file, as well as general information about the font, like the font family and
whether or not a font is italicized.
The first section also contains the character encoding. In the URW font
“Nimbus Roman” the encoding is defined like this:
/Encoding StandardEncoding def
This font does not present any problems, as Java knows how to
handle standard encoding, but as previously mentioned, when unknown
characters are used, the problems turn up. This is the case with the Bluesky
font “CMEX10,” which defines its own character encoding in the Type 1
program:
/Encoding 256 array
0 1 255 {1 index exch /.notdef put} for
dup 161 /parenleftbig put
dup 162 /parenrightbig put
dup 163 /bracketleftbig put
.
.
.
readonly def
This code shows how the nonstandard glyph “parenleftbig” is mapped
to character code 161, “parerightbig” to 162, and so on.
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The problem with Java is that it completely ignores this encoding array,
and sets up its own Unicode encoding, only based on the glyph names.
The glyph names are unfortunately defined in the next PFA section: the
eexec-encoded part.
The eexec part of a Type 1 font is where the physical glyph structure is
outlined. It is also the place where glyph names are defined. The trouble,
of course, is that it is encrypted.
It was decided to bring in a set of third-party programs to deal with the
encryption: t1utils, an open source project originally maintained by I. Lee
Hetherington. See section 8.1.2 on the next page for more details on legal-
and distribution issues.
There are two important programs included in the t1utils package:
“t1disasm” and “t1asm.” The first of these disassembles the Type 1 font,
revealing the glyph definitions. The second program assembles it back into
an interpretable Type 1 program.
The previously mentioned glyph “parenleftbig” has the following
structure in the disassembled Type 1 program:
/parenleftbig {
152 1375 3 div
.
.
.
4 8 0 10 hvcurveto
closepath
endchar
} ND
The geometric details are unimportant; the crucial part is the glyph
name. The whole disassembled data is loaded into the DVI previewer via
stdin, and the glyph names are replaced with names beginning with “uni,”
as described in the beginning of section 8.1 on page 66. The data is then sent
directly to t1asm through stdout, and the new, reassembled font is loaded
back into the previewer; this time in the form of a java.awt.Font object.
8.1.1 Identifying non-Unicode compatible fonts
An important question is: do we want to disassemble and reassemble all
fonts that are used? I believe this to be too time consuming, and a waste of
the native font capabilities. Java has excellent font support, provided that
the glyphs have standard unicode names (i.e. they are in the Adobe glyph
list). This is the case for most of the fonts used in TEX, and therefore the
difficulty is to find out, on the fly, which fonts can be used unmodified and
which fonts need special treatment.
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There are two checks that have to be made, in order to find out whether
a glyph is available or not. First of all, the glyph must be looked up in
the Adobe glyph list. If it is not there, there is no way for the program to
find a Unicode code point, and the glyph is unusable. It must therefore be
regenerated. At this point, the font does not actually have to be loaded in
the JVM. The second check that needs to be done is a simple Java method
call on the java.awt.Font object that contains the loaded Type 1 font:
fontObject.canDisplay(character). If themethod returns true, the
glyph is available.
A few different strategies can be used in finding the Unicode incompat-
ible fonts:
• One way of identifying a non-unicode font is by loading it into Java,
and then compare every glyph name with the Adobe glyph list. If
they are all there, the font can be used in its original form. If not, the
font will have to be regenerated using the above procedure.
• A more optimistic variation of this method is to load the fonts
into Java, and use them directly without doing any initial checks.
However, when the DVI driver needs a specific glyph, a small check is
done to seewhether it exists. If not, thewhole font will be regenerated
and reloaded.
• A third variation, that can be combined with any of the previous
methods, is to have a local database that keeps track of the non-
unicode fonts. If a font listed in the database is used, a reassembling
takes place immediately. This may be expanded even further, by
keeping a local database of the regenerated fonts.
Themethod of using the original font until a specific glyph is missing, is
probably the most optimal one. This is because quite a few fonts contain a
large number of standard glyphs, glyphs that will become available to Java,
and a small set of non-standard glyphs. In some cases (perhaps many),
these non-standard glyphs are never used in the DVI file. It would then be
a waste of resources and time to regenerate the glyph.
An important implementation detail is that the glyphs that have already
been extracted from the original font must not need to be processed again.
This is ensured by the fact that the Type 1 font used in Okdvi is not a regular
java.awt.Font object, but one packaged inside a local DviFont object.
The glyphs, as they are generated, are saved as Shape objects that are used
when rendering the page.
8.1.2 t1utils
The license is friendly, granting permission to “use, modify, and distribute”
the program for any purpose, except for illegally copying Type 1 font
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programs. This means that bundling the necessary parts along with the
DVI previewer is legitimate. When distributing the previewer, a compiled
version for a few major operating systems and computer architectures
could be part of the Java package. If so, the Java program will execute
the right one by detecting the platform. Users on other operating systems
will unfortunately have to install the program separately.
Using t1utils is certainly not an ideal situation, as the program is written
in C and needs to be compiled for the computer architecture. Therefore, in
future versions of the previewer, this should be solved exclusively in Java.
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Chapter 9
Threads
AWT/Swing is said to be based on a single-thread model, as all generated
events, among others keyboard and mouse events, are transmitted via the
event dispatch thread. This main thread is usually also where components are
initialized and rendered, and the communication between them is normally
processed in this thread. This designmakes the system vulnerable, because
heavy operations taking place inside the main thread can hinder other
important operations, such as repainting the window or responding to
a mouse click. However, for many simple Swing applications, doing
everything inside the event dispatch thread is perfectly acceptable because
most operations complete quickly enough to give room for other events.
Simple framework components like toolbars, text labels and even quite
large images can be treated in this manner. Some components, though,
have operations that are too time-consuming to be carried out in the the
event dispatch thread.
This chapter describes a few places in Okdvi where additional thread-
ing is useful, and goes through the details of implementation.
9.1 Page threads
Figure 9.1 on the next page shows some of the main graphical components
of Okdvi. The main application runs in an Okdvi object, an extension of
the JFrame class. This is where all the graphical components, such as the
icons, the menu bar, and the status bar, are initialized and controlled. The
main visual DVI component, the Viewer object, is also an object inside
Okdvi, and its job is to render the current DVI page. As the figure shows,
the pages are objects of the class “Page”, kept inside an array.
Once a page is fully loaded and generated, a single page can be
rendered very quickly—fast enough to do all the rendering inside the event
dispatch thread. The actual rendering times depend on how much of the
page is to be rendered, but measurements on the test computer have shown
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Figure 9.1: The relationship between some of the major components of
Okdvi.
that a full page renders in no more than 50 ms.
There is one operation, however, that takes a substantial amount of
time: loading, parsing, and generating the renderable components of a
Page object. This is all done by the load() method in each Page object,
a method that needs to be called before displaying a page. Some pages
render quickly enough to be loaded in the event dispatch thread, but
certainly not all pages. This is my main reason for deciding to run the
load() method in a separate thread. Another reason is that I would
like to have the possibility of preloading pages in the background while
displaying another page. The following sections explain how I have
implemented page threads.
9.1.1 Design
All of the pages contain a pointer to amain Driver object. Its job is to parse
the DVI byte code and generate the visible objects that constitute a page. It
contains all the DVI code in the loaded DVI file as one continous byte
array, and when the array of pages in the Viewer object is initialized, each
DviPage object gets an absolute position in the byte array that points to its
BOP command. When a DviPage object is requested to load its renderable
components (glyphs, rules and images), it passes this position to the
Driver object by calling driver.getPageElements(long address)
(driver is the main driver object). This method causes the driver to parse
and process all the DVI commands until it gets an EOP (end of page), and
returns a list containing pointers to the objects on the page.
This design works well in a single-threaded environment, but this
changes when threads are introduced. The problem is not the Page objects
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themselves, but the fact that they share the same Driver object. If load()
is called inside two Page objects concurrently, the Driver object will
return a mess because they share the same class variables.
Re-implementation I have come up with two possible ways of overcom-
ing this problem (see Figure 9.2 on the following page for a graphical inter-
pretation):
1. Create a new Driver object for each page. This requires a major
change in the structure of the Driver class.
2. Stay with the original design, but use synchronization primitives to
avoid conflicts in the Driver object. Essentially, this means that only
one page can be processed at a time.
The first solution has a number of assets. Synchronization is not a
problem because all the mutable components are in different memory
areas. In addition to making the code less prone to errors, this allows
for true parallelization on systems with more than one CPU. Single-CPU
systems will also benefit from this, because part of the DVI processing
requires disk I/O, a blocking operation. With more threads, chances are
that they will not block at the same time.
The major negative side of the first solution is that it requires the
DviPage class, and in particular the Driver class to go through a major
redesign. Using the second strategy, such a change will not be necessary.
The major problem with the second solution is that only one page can be
processed at a time. This means that truly parallell systems will not be able
to use more than one CPU at a time.
With the pros and cons of the two strategies in mind, I decided to stay
with the original design. If synchronization between the threads is planned
carefully, the implementation will be a robust one. In future versions of the
previewer, however, this may be rethought.
9.1.2 Implementation
New page loading threads are created in the renderPage() method of
the Viewer object. In its simplest form, the new thread is created like this
(some implementation details have been omitted for clarity):
Runnable pageLoader = new Runnable() {
public void run() {
pages[pageId].load();
repaint();
}
};
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Figure 9.2: Two possible ways of using the Driver class. The left figure
shows my implementation, where all the DviPage objects contain local
pointers to the same Driver object. This creates difficulties when threads
are involved, so I have come up with another possible solution (the figure
on the right), where one Driver object is created for each page.
Thread t = new Thread(pageLoader);
t.setPriority(Thread.NORM_PRIORITY);
t.start();
When t.start() is called, the JVM thread is created, and the code
inside the run() method is processed inside the new thread. The page
is loaded, and when the load() method returns, the thread requests a
full repaint of the Viewer. See section 4.1.2 on page 20 for a complete
descriptions of the threading related elements of the code.
The load() method calls getPageElements() inside the main
Driver object. This is where trouble may occur. For instance, if the user
decides to skip to the next page while a page is loading, two threads will be
created, and they will both call getPageElements(). To avoid these two
threads simultaneouslymodifying class variables in the Driver class (such
as variables representing the current font, or the current position on the
page), the method is simply declared with the synchronized directive:
public synchronizedArrayList<PageElement> getPageElements(...)
{
...
}
This is a binary semaphore implementation in the Java language that
makes sure only one method call is done concurrently. When two threads
call the function, the last caller will block until the first thread has returned
from the method.
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9.2 Ghostscript threads
A Page contains any number of PageElement objects. They can be
glyphs, filled rectangles (rules), and PostScript images. With one exception,
images, all of these objects are instantiated quickly. PostScript images are
processed by Ghostscript before they are loaded as BufferedImage objects
(see section 7.1.1 on page 56 for a detailed description). This means that
an external process (Ghostscript) is executed, a Postscript file is loaded,
interpreted, converted, and passed to the JVM before the image can be
rendered in the viewer.
Postscript files vary greatly in terms of complexity and rendering
times—some files may actually take minutes to render—so an exact time
measurement is not achievable. However, it is possible to measure the
minimal amount of time that can be spent reading an EPS file. I did that by
measuring the time spent on loading an EPS file consisting of nothing but
a small bounding box specification (1 by 1 PostScript units):
This shows that loading an EPS image, no matter how simple, will be
a considerable “brake” in the page loading process. Measurements on a
few of the EPS images used in this document show that loading an EPS file
sometimes takes more than a whole second to complete.
The initial strategy had been to load all page elements before displaying
the page, but with these time measurements at hand, a different strategy
was desired.
Re-implementation I decided tomake a few changes to the application in
order to be able to handle the image loading in separate threads, concurrent
from the rest of the page objects. This allows the rest of the page to be
shown before the image has been loaded. The total rendering time of the
page has not (substantially) decreased; the interesting change is that users
will, I believe, experience a more responsive GUI. Loading the thread is
done inside the PSImage class:
Runnable ghostscriptTask = new Runnable() {
public void run() {
semaphore.acquire();
/* Load EPS file by invoking a Ghostscript process */
...
semaphore.release();
}
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};
Thread t = new Thread(ghostscriptTask);
t.setPriority(Thread.NORM_PRIORITY);
t.start();
When t.start() is called, a new thread is created, running
ghostscriptTask.run(). The run method’s job is to initialise
a Ghostscript process that loads a PostScript image into a local
BufferedImage.
A counting semaphore, java.util.concurrent.Semaphore, is
used to limit the number of Ghostscript processes that can be active at
a time. The semaphore object is a static variable in the class, and is
initialized to permit a maximum of 4 active processes at a time. When
the semaphore.acquire() function is called, it will return immediately
if there are any permits left. If there are no permits left, the function will
block until one of the other threads call semaphore.release().
I decided to allow 4 different Ghostscript threads to run at a time, to
give a performance benefit on multi-processor systems. This is based on
my experience with the CPUs of today: new processors commonly have 2
processing “cores”, but it seems to me that the next generation, so-called
“quad core” CPUs, will be available to regular customers quite soon. This
number may be adjusted in the future, or may even become a variable
that the user can modify—the important part is to have a limit, as some
DVI pages may contain more images than a given system is able to handle
simultaneously. It is important to remember that we are in full control of
the Java virtual machine, but have very little control over the underlying
operating system.
The code in the original thread continues executing concurrently. At
this time the object is renderable, but instead of drawing the EPS image,
a replacement PageElement, a Placeholder object with the same
dimensions is rendered (see Figure 9.3 on the next page). While this
does not mean that the image is presented earlier to the user, it shows
exactly what is happening, and in this way gives an experience of a more
responsive GUI.
Communication A problem that became apparent when I was working
on the Ghostscript thread was: how should the thread, a function in a
PSImage object, tell the Viewer object that the image is loaded and ready
for painting? Several ideas came to mind:
1. Have the viewer poll all the page objects at intervals to look for
changes.
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Figure 9.3: While waiting for the Postscript image to load, a Placeholder
object is drawn.
2. Pass the rendering environment downwards in the hierarchy. This
could be implemented by giving the Driver a pointer to the Viewer-
object, and then pass the same pointer to the PSImage object. This
way, the PSImage rendering thread can call repaint() on the
viewer-component when the image is loaded.
3. Use a common object-oriented approach: an observer pattern.
See 4.5 on page 34 for a description of this object oriented program-
ming strategy.
The first method would be a waste of resources and quite inelegant, so
the idea was scrapped quickly.
The second method is far better. There will be no unnecessary polling
by the viewer, and it is also quite simple to implement. However, I believe
it is a bad strategy in object oriented programming because it forces a two-
way dependency between two classes: the PSImage class and the Viewer
class. This is bad, because PSImage does not actually use dvi.Viewer to
perform its task, and should therefore be able to operate on its own. With
this solution, it will be difficult to reuse the class in other projects.
The third possibility is, in my opinion, the best solution. By imple-
menting an observer pattern, the PSImage class will stay independent of
the instantiating class, unless requested not to. It will also avoid the resource-
wasting nature of the first method. The following section shows how I have
implemented an observer pattern in order to re-paint the viewer when a
PostScript image has been loaded.
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9.2.1 Implementing a custom observer pattern
I have decided to implement the observer pattern in a very general way,
so that it can be used not only to inform the Viewer object of a change
in the status of a PostScript image, but to inform any objects of a change
that needs to be handled in a particular way. The central interface is the
UpdateEventListener:
public interface UpdateEventListener
{
public void updateEventAction(UpdateEvent e);
}
Any class implementing this interface can be used to observe
UpdateEvents. The idea is that objects within the DVI viewer can raise
these events when there is an internal change that requires an action, for
instance repainting the component or printing a status message to the user.
The UpdateEvent class is defined as follows:
public classUpdateEvent extends java.util.EventObject
{
public static final int REPAINT = 0;
private int type;
publicUpdateEvent(Object source, int type)
{
super(source);
this.type = type;
}
public int getType()
{
return type;
}
}
The class constructor has two parameters. The first is inherited from
the EventObject class: Object source. The object that generated
the event (the subject) may pass a pointer to itself when constructing an
UpdateEvent. This allows the listener to access the updated component,
a feature that may come in handy, but is not currently made use of in
the DVI previewer. The second parameter, int type, tells the listener
what type of event has taken place. The Ghostscript thread will pass
UpdateEvent.REPAINT as the event type, and the listener will then re-
render the page. I have added a type to the class in order to be able to
use it in other areas of the code (for example, when a file is reloaded, an
UpdateEvent is passed to the main JFrame, telling it to update the file
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name in the window title).
Finally, to get this to work properly the subject needs to be able to
receive and communicate with the listeners. First of all, they need to
implement the interface “UpdateEventSubject”:
public interface UpdateEventSubject
{
public void addUpdateEventListener(UpdateEventListener l);
public void removeUpdateEventListener(UpdateEventListener l);
}
The classes that are to be watched for UpdateEventsmust implement
this interface. Due to the limitations of Java interfaces, the code is not strictly
defined, so the implementer may choose the internal structure. I would
have preferred to implement this as an abstract class that the subjects
could extend, but this would limit its usability since Java does not support
multiple inheritance.
One of the classes in the DVI previewer that implements the
UpdateEventSubject interface is the DVIPage class. Each page in a
DVI file is represented by an object of this class. When the creation of a
PostScript image is complete, an UpdateEvent is passed to the listeners,
normally the main Viewer component causing a redraw. DVIPage stores
the listeners in a java.util.Vector object:
private Vector<UpdateEventListener> updateEventListeners;
The Vector class is preferred above ArrayList or a similar structure
because it is thread-safe. When the Ghostscript thread has completed, its
caller, the PSImage object, passes an UpdateEvent to its listeners. This is
done with the following code:
for (UpdateEventListener l : updateEventListeners) {
l.updateEventAction(new UpdateEvent(this, UpdateEvent.REPAINT));
}
In this project its listener list only contains one object: the DviPage
object, that is to contain the final image. The page does not know how to
do a full redraw, so it just passes the UpdateEvent on to its listeners:
public void updateEventAction(UpdateEvent e)
{
// Tell all listeners there has been an update
for (UpdateEventListener l : updateEventListeners) {
l.updateEventAction(e);
}
}
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Figure 9.4: When Ghostscript has completed successfully, the PSImage
object creates an UpdateEvent object, and passes it on to its listener, a
DviPage object, which in turn passes it on to its listeners.
The listeners, in this case, is also just one object: the Viewer object, a
JPanel extension that renders the DVI pages. Its updateEventAction
method looks like this:
public void updateEventAction(UpdateEvent e)
{
if (e.getType() == UpdateEvent.REPAINT) {
repaint();
}
}
Whenever the object gets a REPAINT event, it calls repaint to redraw
the whole page, including the newly loaded PostScript image. Note
that, although this method is called within a Ghostscript thread, calling
repaint() is perfectly safe, because the method is synchronized with the
main event thread, and only adds a request to re-paint in the event queue.
The process is summarized in figure 9.4.
9.3 Results
The page loading threads have given a smoother, more responsive user
interface. Instead of blocking all events while loading a page, the page
renders quietly in the background, while the user is able to use the
previewer. Although pages usually renders faster than a user is able to
respond to, this has proved to be particularly useful for processing a set
of events: when the user decides to move backwards or forwards while a
page is rendering. If, for instance, the user decides to skip forwards five
pages, he might press “n” five times in a row, and each time he does so,
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a new page will start rendering. Using the abortLoadingmethod in the
DviPage class, the loading process will stop and the next page will start
rendering.
Another advantage of the page loading threads is that pages can be
preloaded in the background. This is discussed in section 6.2.1 on page 49.
The other threads that were implemented, the Ghostscript threads, did
not improve GUI responsiveness, as the image loading is a part of the page
loading, and therefore became part of the page loading threads. After the
Ghostscript threads were implemented, of course, these operations were
done separately. The advantage of this strategy is that pages can now
be displayed, even if the PostScript images have not yet been interpreted
and loaded. I believe that most users prefer to see a page quickly with
no images, rather than wait for all the images to load before the page is
displayed.
The two thread implementations have an advantage in common: on a
system with multiple CPUs, they will probably be able to take advantage
of this, and run in true parallel—not just concurrently. This may give a
valuable speed increase.
The threads may also speed up the total rendering time on a single
CPU system. This is because there is quite a bit of disk I/O operations
involved in processingDVI files. The diskwill block the calling thread until
information is ready. The other threads, however, will be able to continue
computing—as long they do not need to use the same disk resources. With
a single-threading solution, disk I/O would have been an even bigger
waste of resources.
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Chapter 10
Optimization
After the initial work had been done on Okdvi and the application was
running and displaying DVI files properly, I realized that the application
was way too slow. I therefore began looking for places in the code that
could be improved.
10.1 A profile of the DVI driver
I used the profiling platform TPTP (Eclipse Test and Performance Tools
Platform) to identify the hotspots in the DVI previewer. With it, I created a
profile of the 5 most time-consuming methods in the DVI driver. In order
to minimize the number of external sources influencing the results, I did
not profile the user interface-parts of the program, including the actual
rendering of the page. The on-screen rendering was quite fast (rendering
usually takes between 1 and 100 ms for a typical DVI page), and therefore
in my opinion not a code area that needed optimization.
I conducted the test by loading the test page described on page 39 to the
Driver class. The output of the profiler is shown in Figure 10.1.
Figure 10.1: Output from the TPTP profiler showing the five most time
intensive methods, sorted by execution time in descending order.
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10.1.1 A closer look
I used simple, manual timing (see section 4.4.2) to examine the methods
more closely. As I pointed out in section 4.4.1 on page 32, the profiler itself
may interfere with the measurements, especially when there is disk I/O in
the application, so in order to get more accurate results I have decided to
perform the same measurements manually (i.e. the total amount of time
that the application is inside each method). In the following measurements
I performed each measurement 5 times in a row, and picked the lowest
number. This is the measurement that was least likely to be influenced by
other processes in the system. The total amount of time spent loading and
rendering the page was measured to be 3.15 seconds.
Glyph.Glyph(...) The Glyph constructor creates a new Glyph object, a
shape representation of one of the glyphs to be rendered. Judging by the
output of the profiler, the “Glyph” constructor is very time consuming,
using nearly 63% of the total execution time—a clear candidate for
optimization. This function is the last in the glyph generating “pipeline”—
the font data has been located and loaded into RAM at this point, so there
is no disk I/O.
I ran the test five times, and found that an average of 0.92 seconds was
spent inside the Glyph constructor. Comparing with the total time used
to render the page, this shows that about 29% of the rendering time was
spent on this method, not 63% as the profiler indicated. This shows that the
values collected by the profiler cannot be trusted to give accurate results.
However, 29% of the execution time is significant, and I will therefore
examine the code closer in section 10.2 on the next page.
Type1Finder.loadMapFile() The loadMapFile method loads the data
in the Dvips file “psfonts.map” into a HashMap. This gives the driver a
quick way to locate Type 1 fonts and encoding information. I did a quick
measurement to see how quick function executed without the profiler. The
method is only called once, and was measured to take 82 milliseconds of
execution time: about 2.6% of the total time. As this method is only called
once per Okdvi session, I consider 82 milliseconds an acceptable delay, and
will not look any further at the code.
GlyphDecoder.loadFile() The loadFile method is similar to the
loadMapFile method above. It loads the Adobe Glyph list, a standard
PostScript to Unicode conversion table, into a HashMap. It was measured
to take 88 milliseconds, and is also only loaded once during the application
lifetime. In my opinion this is also acceptable.
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Glyph.insertInto(...) The insertInto method is used to construct
glyphs by VirtualFont objects. The total time was measured to 62
milliseconds, and for the same reasons as for the two previous methods,
I will not examine this method any further.
Kpathsea.locateFile(...) The locateFilemethod is an interface towards
the Kpathsea library, and is used to locate files in the TEX directory tree.
Each time the method is called, a new kpsewhich process is created. There is
little processing, and a lot of disk I/O involved in this, and for this reason I
suspected that the profiler did not show the proper time percentage.
Manual time measurements showed that the total amount of time spent
on this method was 855 milliseconds. This is 27% of the total time—much
more than the 4.65%measured by the profiler. It is a significant brake in the
system, and I will therefore take a closer look, and see if it can be improved.
See section 10.3 on the following page.
10.2 Improving the Glyph constructor
10.2.1 Original implementation
The original Glyph implementation was based on a single Area object that
contained the outline of the glyph. This object was placed as a private
variable inside each Glyph object. When adding a new glyph to the current
page such an Areawas generated by a VirtualFont object. The problem
was that the Area object did not contain any positioning data relative to
the page. Therefore, the Glyph constructor applied an affine transform on
the glyph, thereby placing it correctly on the page. This was implemented
in the following manner:
// Time: a total of 12 milliseconds over 2079 method calls
AffineTransform translation = AffineTransform.getTranslateInstance(x, y);
// Time: a total of 588 milliseconds
this.glyph = g.getArea().createTransformedArea(translation);
As the comments show, the createTransformedArea method is a
significant time hog. This is because, when applying the affine transform,
a complete copy of the glyph is created.
10.2.2 Re-implementation
The advantage of using a transformed Area object per glyph is that the
rendering process is very simple: all one has to do is call g2d.fill(area)
to draw the glyph on the page (g2d is the current Graphics2D object, and
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area is an Area object containing the shape of the glyph). There are two
major disadvantages, though:
• As the above code shows, transforming an area object is expensive.
• Even though many of the glyphs in a DVI document have the same
shape, a complete copy is made for each area object.
I therefore decided to change the code. Instead of transforming each
glyph, I changed the reference point each time a Glyph object was to be
drawn. This is what part of the drawmethod in the Glyph class now looks
like:
g2d.translate(x, y);
g2d.fill(glyphArea);
g2d.translate(−x, −y);
I also made another important change. Each Glyph object is still
unique, as it has a position and a color. However, the actual glyph data, an
Area object, is now shared between the glyphs that have the same shape.
This is not only important for speed, but it keeps the memory usage low.
Results
Since the implementation involved changes to quite a few areas of the
code, it is not very helpful to measure any specific methods. However,
the difference in execution time between the original implementation (3.15
seconds) and the re-implementation (2.30 seconds) shows a valuable speed
increase.
Conclusion
This was a fairly simple change, and one might argue that I hadmade some
bad decisions in my original implementation. Mathematically speaking,
however, i consider an affine transform on the objects more elegant than
continously changing the viewpoint. All the same, the process shows how
useful time measurements can be, both automatic and manual. The re-
implementation was, in my view, clearly a success.
10.3 Improving the interface to Kpathsea
As part of my original implementation, Okdvi regularly needs to invoke
the executable “kpsewhich,” an interface towards the Kpathsea file
database. This happens whenever the program needs to locate a file in the
TEX tree, for instance a font or a metrics file. In this section I will examine
the original code, and try to find a way of speeding it up.
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10.3.1 Original implementation
In order to locate the Type 1 font file “cmsy10.pfb”, the following call is
made by the Java application:
kpsewhich cmsy10.pfb
The kpsewhich program will return the location of the file, and exit
immediately. I have implemented this in Java with the following code:
Process process =
new ProcessBuilder("kpsewhich", filename).start();
InputStream is = process.getInputStream();
InputStreamReader isr = new InputStreamReader(is);
BufferedReader reader = new BufferedReader(isr);
// Wait for the process to exit
try {
process.waitFor();
} catch (InterruptedException e) { ... }
// If kpsewhich has found the file, completePath will get the path. If
// not, readLine() returns a null−pointer.
String completePath = reader.readLine();
In the code, filename is a string, which in this case will point to
“cmsy10.pfb.” The code creates and initializes a kpsewhich process, and
gets a pointer to its output stream, which to Okdvi is the input stream (is).
The stream is read using a BufferedReader object, which has good line
based reading capabilities.
10.3.2 Possible improvements
As already pointed out, the previous code is not very efficient, mainly
because a new process has to be created for each search. This, along with
the fact that kpsewhich is normally usedmost intensively on the first pages
of a DVI file, results in a significant program startup delay. I have come up
with three alternative ideas to overcome this issue:
1. Implement path searching natively in Java by loading the relevant
Kpathsea databases at program startup.
2. Use JNI (Java Native Interface) to call the Kpathsea library functions
directly.
3. Have an interactive kpsewhich process running at all times. This is
technically possible by passing the “-interactive” parameter to the
program, and will result in just one kpsewhich process.
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The first idea is perhaps the boldest approach. It requires the whole
Kpathsea database, or at least the DVI-relevant files, to be loaded by Okdvi.
I believe the data can be extracted by locating and examining the main
filename database “ls-R”, a file present in all Kpathsea trees. However,
there are a few major problems with the solution:
• Creating a fast and bug-free alternative to Kpathsea is difficult and
time-consuming.
• It is impossible to guarantee that the internal Kpathsea database
structure will be left unchanged in the future.
The second idea, using JNI to call Kpathsea functions directly, without
creating system processes is also possible. Kpathsea contains a library
(libkpathsea) that can be used to access all of its functionality. I do, however,
see some problems with this solution as well:
• It requires major re-designing of the Kpathsea interface in Okdvi.
• The libraries will have to be properly installed and available on the
target system, and I fear this would introduce difficulties on some
operating systems.
• It may not be as compatible with earlier Kpathsea libraries, as when
simply invoking the kpsewhich process.
The third idea, running a single kpsewhich process interactively, seems
to me to be the easiest solution, and a natural evolution of the already
implemented code. I believe that if I am able to get Java to communicate
interactively with the process, and pass data to its input stream when
necessary, this will result in a significant speed increase. I have conducted
an experiment to find out how to do this.
Experiment
Normally, passing information to a process’ input stream, and reading
from its output stream is straight-forward. My original implementation
(section 10.3.1 on the page before) only handled the process’ output stream,
as all the input data necessary was passed as a parameter to the kpsewhich
process. In interactive mode, I also need to be able to write data to the
process, a task that can be done with the following code (process is a
running kpsewhich process):
OutputStream os = process.getOutputStream();
PrintWriter writer = new PrintWriter(os, true);
writer.println(<String keyword>);
String result = reader.readLine();
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This code gets the output stream of the process (which is actually the
input stream of the kpsewhich process), and uses a PrintWriter object
to write data to it. The second parameter to the PrintWriter constructor
tells it to automatically flush the buffer whenever certain methods, such
as the println method is called. The last two code lines show how to
search for a file in the TEX hierarchy. The file location should be returned in
result.
As far as I could see, this would be a working solution. However, when
running the program, the process blocked, and no data returned. This was
disappointing, so I tried with another interactive process: dc, a desktop
calculator. With the same strategy as already outlined, I was able to read
and write to its streams. This gave an indication that the problem might
not be in my implementation, but in kpsewhich.
I examined the C source code of kpsewhich, and found that it used the
standard puts function to write its output. puts outputs a string and a
newline to stdout, the standard output stream. What caught my interest
was that it did not manually flush the buffer after outputting a line. I
therefore added the code “fflush(stdout)”, to make sure the output
buffer was flushed after outputting a line. This solved the problem, and
the above code worked flawlessly.
An explanation is found in the official C programming language
standard, ISO/IEC 9899, ([II]): “the standard input and standard output
streams are fully buffered if and only if the stream can be determined not to
refer to an interactive device.” A terminal environment, the normal place
from which to call kpsewhich, is regarded an interactive device by the C
libraries, and therefore the input and output streams are fully buffered. The
Java interface is not considered an interactive device, and consequently the
streams are not fully buffered.
Timing With the code working, I was able to conduct an experiment to
see how much time would be saved by running the kpsewhich process
interactively, as opposed to invoking it each time a new file was to be
located. I decided to search for 20 different font files in both ways, and
measure the total time. This resulted in a very big time difference: on
the test machine, the old implementation spent 976 milliseconds locating
the 20 files, while kpsewhich running in interactive mode only needed 51
milliseconds to find the same files.
Conclusion
By modifying the kpsewhich utility, I found that puts does not always
flush its output buffer when printing a line. In a terminal environment, it
does, but when communicating with a Java process, it cannot be expected
to.
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Calling Kpsewhich interactively is definitely a good way of locat-
ing files—in the test it ran almost 20 times faster than my original
implementation—but due to the design of kpsewhich, it cannot be expected
to work in Okdvi. One possibility is to report the problem to the Kpathsea
team, and get the problem fixed. This, however, is a long-term strategy,
and the developers may have a reason for not manually flushing the buffer
after each puts call. Until a repaired version becomes part of all major TEX
distributions, such a solution is not adequate.
At the moment, calling kpsewhich in interactive mode can be turned
on by passing the parameter “–interactive” when invoking Okdvi—for
those who happen to have a modified version of kpsewhich. A better
solution, which may be implemented in the future is to bundle a modified
kpsewhich along with the application. During startup Okdvi should then
check to see if the modified version is installed, and if so, use it. If it is not
installed, it will run well with the regular kpsewhich program, but a little
slower.
10.4 Results
By running an automatic profiler, I was able to find a few significant
bottlenecks. Manual time measurements, however, showed that some of
the results were not completely reliable. In the process I was able to
speed up the application significantly: while the test page loaded in about
3.2 seconds before I began optimizing the code, it ended up loading in
about 0.9 seconds after the Glyph constructor and locateFile() were
modified. I consider this a valuable speedup.
Theremay be other bottlenecks that I have not detected, but at this point
I find the execution time acceptable and not worth additional tuning. It is
important to keep in mind that the 0.9 seconds spent loading the test page
also included loading the fonts and generating the glyphs. This is usually
done mostly during the first pages of a DVI document, and therefore the
execution speed will normally be much faster for the rest of the document.
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Chapter 11
Summing up
11.1 What has been achieved?
My work on this thesis has resulted in a DVI previewer that works
quite well in general, and is a complete implementation of the level 0
driver standard [TUG01] with one exception: METAFONT output files. In
addition, a set of \special commands have been implemented. Some of the
major capabilities of the driver are:
• interpreting virtual fonts
• interpreting TFM files
• loading PostScript Type 1 files (.pfa and .pfb files)
• loading PostScript images through Ghostscript
• colored text and rules, using ICC profiles
This is packaged inside a graphical user interface that, among other
things, is able to zoom steplessly and show two pages at a time. The main
graphical component, the Viewer class, is an extension of JPanel, and
can easily be merged into other projects. This is one of the major strengths
of the project.
The development of Okdvi has been done exclusively on Linux, using
teTEX, version 2 and version 3. According to [Wik06d], teTEX is by far the
most common distribution for Unix systems, including MacOS X. I have
also done a quick test on Windows, using the proTEXt distribution, which
bundles MiKTEX and a few other packages. The important additional
package with regard to Okdvi is Ghostscript. My conclusion was that it
was able to show this thesis flawlessly, just like in Linux.
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11.2 Future improvements
Although the DVI previewer is working quite well, there are a few areas
that are in need of attention:
• Font re-encoding has not yet been implemented. This shows up
clearly in fonts that do not have glyph names that Java is able to map
to Unicode. For regular text-processing this problem normally does
not turn up but when it comes to typesetting mathematics the results
are usually quite bad. At the moment I have bundled re-encoded
versions of a few of the ComputerModernmath fonts, but this should
be done on the fly instead, as described in section 8.1 on page 66. I
consider this one of the most important areas to improve, as this is
directly related to getting correct output from the previewer.
• Ghostscript processes cannot be aborted once they have started
interpreting PostScript graphics. This creates large delays when
the user skips quickly through pages that contain graphics. When
the user leaves an page that has not been completely rendered,
the rendering should focus completely on the next page—not on
the PostScript images from the previous page. An abortLoading
method has been implemented for whole pages, and I think a similar
method should be implemented in the Ghostscript class.
• PostScript image loading is too slow. I have a feeling that Okdvi
loads PostScript images much slower than Xdvi, which also invokes
Ghostscript for EPS file interpretation. I believe this can be attributed
to the fact that Okdvi loads the images at a higher resolution than
Xdvi does. To improve this, I would like to: 1. buffer the images when
they have been loaded, and 2. load the images at a size relative to the
zoom level in Okdvi (see section 7.2.3 on page 62 for some thoughts
on how this can be carried out).
• The user interface has one very important shortcoming: there is no
way to skip to an arbitrary page inside a document. This can be
implemented in many ways. One way would be to keep a visible
list of the pages in the document, so that the user can click on a page
number to move to that particular page. However, I would prefer a
more advanced interface, with a small thumbnail preview along with
all the pages in the document. The current viewer design makes this
quite feasible.
In addition to these more or less critical matters, there are some other
features that I wish to see in Okdvi at some point in the future:
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• A “magnifying glass.” Xdvi has a feature that allows the user to zoom
in on an area by bringing up a small zoom window that follows the
mouse when an area is clicked on. This is not a common feature in
document previewers, yet a feature that I believe many Xdvi users
treasure. Therefore a similar implementation would be beneficial, as
Xdvi users are potential targets of Okdvi.
• More \special commands. There are a number of commands that
are used in DVI interpreters. Some of the ones that have not
been included in the project are described briefly in section 7.1.3 on
page 58. An elegant way of implementing additional \special
commands might be to create a plugin framework, so that users can
manage and add features on their own.
• The ability to show any amount of pages at a time. I would also like
to be able to place the pages in a continuous vertical line, so that the
user only needs to move downwards to read a document. This is
common in many document previewers, and a feature that I consider
very useful, as it connects the text on one page with that on the next
page.
• Selecting and copying text, as well as searching for text in a DVI
document. This is not an easy task, primarily because the text does
not necessarily come in the order that it appears on the screen.
• The ability to automatically connect to and download from an online
database of free fonts and font metrics whenever such a file is
missing. I believe this would increase the portability of DVI files
greatly.
These points, however, cannot be considered urgent.
11.3 Running Okdvi
At the end of writing this thesis, in order to use all of the features of Okdvi,
the following conditions must be satisfied:
• A Java virtual machine, version 1.5 or later, must be installed. Okdvi
contains code that takes advantage of some of the new constructs in
the Java language and is therefore incompatible with earlier JVMs.
• A properly installed Kpathsea library, with the “kpsewhich” program
available through the PATH variable.
• Dvips must be installed and available through Kpathsea. In fact, the
only file that must be available is “psfonts.map”.
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• Ghostscript must be installed. On Unix systems the executable
must be accessible through the command “gs,” and on Windows it
is expected to be named “gswin32c,” which must be available via
the %PATH% variable (unfortunately this does not happen during
a typical installation). In addition, Ghostscript must have the
“pngalpha” device installed (this seems to be standard). If PostScript
images are not needed, this point can be skipped.
• The required fonts for a particular DVI file must be installed and
available as .pfa or .pfb files (PostScript Type 1). Corresponding .tfm
files (TEX Font Metrics) are also necessary.
11.4 Conclusion
There are still a few areas that need to be fixed before Okdvi can be
considered a good alternative to major DVI previewers such as Xdvi and
YAP. However, the design of the application allows new features to be
added safely. Through a fairly clean, object oriented design, individual
parts of the application can easily be implemented in other projects.
My initial question was “is it a good idea to create a DVI previewer
in Java?” My biggest problems have been font related, and many of them
have turned up because Java purely relies on Unicode. However, the font
support and graphics rendering capabilities of the standard Java library is
very rich, which has allowed me to focus on issues at a higher level. This,
combined with the fact that the JVM has become very fast over the last
years, allows me to answer “yes” to the question. Java is, in my opinion, an
excellent platform for text and graphics processing, and a good choice for
a DVI previewer.
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